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Abstract
This dissertation consists of two parts, connected by the overarching theme of the dynamics
of structured waves with internal degrees of freedom. Part I concerns light, whose internal
degree of freedom is polarisation. We investigate the helicity, or handedness of light, which
is a good quantum number for massless fields in general and light in particular. In free
space it is always possible to describe the light field in a basis left- and right handed helicity
modes which are solutions of Maxwell’s equations, regardless what spatial structure is
chosen. This is useful for bases of highly inhomogeneous waves, such as Bessel waves,
for which the spin cannot be unambiguously defined.
In chapter 1 we study the conservation of helicity and the preservation of its underlying
symmetry, electric-magnetic duality symmetry when light travels through inhomogeneous
and/or anisotropic media. We will discuss some of the unique properties of duality sym-
metric media and reformulate Maxwell’s equations in such a way that the decoupling of
different helicities for duality symmetric media becomes apparent. The feasibility of con-
structing duality symmetric media is discussed at the end of the chapter.
In chapter 2 we consider superpositions of plane electromagnetic waves in free space.
Such superpositions typically interfere. We present superpositions of up to six plane waves
which defy this expectation by having a perfectly homogeneous mean square of the elec-
tric field. Because most matter interacts much stronger with the electric than with the
magnetic field, these superpositions can be considered noninterfering. Our superpositions
show complex patterns in their helicity densities, of which we will show many examples.
We study the effects on our helicity patterns of imperfections that may occur in a realistic
experiment: deviations from the optimal amplitudes, phases and polarisations of the super-
posed waves, small misalignments and partially coherent light. Our superpositions can be
used to write chiral patterns in light sensitive liquid crystals. Conversely, these liquid crys-
tals can be used for an ‘optical helicity camera’ which records spatial variations in helicity.
In the final paragraph of chapter 2 we discuss some mathematical questions concerning
noninterfering superpositions.
Part II concerns electrons, whose internal degree of freedom is spin. In chapter 3
we will present analytical solutions of the Dirac equation for an electron vortex beam in a
homogeneous magnetic field. Including spin from the beginning reveals that spin polarised
electron vortex beams have a complicated azimuthal current structure, containing small
rings of counterrotating current between rings of stronger corotating current. Contrary to
many other problems in relativistic quantum mechanics, there exist vortex beam solutions
with exactly zero spin-orbit mixing in the highly relativistic and nonparaxial regime.
Chapter 4 treats the interaction between electron vortex states in a homogeneous mag-
netic field and light, where we expand and quantise the radiation field in a basis of Bessel
modes with definite helicity. Our results apply for magnetic field strength beyond the crit-
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ical field strength at which the spin contributes as much to the electron’s energy as its rest
mass. We are able to compute spin flip rates for low lying states, finding a much higher
degree of equilibrium spin polarisation than approximations for high lying electron states
suggested.
Introduction
This dissertation is concerned, in various ways, with the angular momentum of light and
electrons. Although the concept of angular momentum dates back to Kepler’s second law
and is fairly familiar in Newtonian mechanics, for its use on classical and quantum fields,
some less familiar concepts have to be introduced which I will do first here, along with
some historical background.
Just as momentum can be considered ‘the amount of motion in a certain direction’, an-
gular momentum can be considered ‘the amount of rotation around a certain axis’. When
considering a planet rotating around a star, a planet rotating around its axis or a molecule
rotating around its axis, this colloquial definition can be quantified by introducing the mo-
ment of inertia. These are all examples of extrinsic or orbital angular momentum, that
is, angular momentum due to the rotation of a scalar quantity. In all of the above cases,
the rotation of mass. As all-encompassing as this definition for orbital angular momentum
seems, it is not the only kind possible.
It was in 1909 that Poynting noticed that circularly polarised light could transfer angu-
lar momentum [1]. This is the first mention of an intrinsic angular momentum or spin, an
angular momentum that stems from the rotation of an internal degree of freedom, for light
polarisation. Thus the concept of spin is older than the quantisation of angular momentum.
Poynting deduced the existence of light’s spin from an analogy with a spinning shaft, but it
can be understood better with a simple thought experiment. Electric dipoles tend to align
themselves with the local electric field. As a circularly polarised light wave passes by, a
dipole will try to follow the electric field which rotates, thus the electric dipole will start
to rotate along with the field. Since a rotating dipole clearly possesses angular momentum
this shows that a rotating electric field, and thereby circularly polarised light, can transfer
angular momentum. By replacing the electric dipole by a magnetic dipole it follows that
the spin of circularly polarised light can be transferred by the magnetic as well as the elec-
tric field, but because magnetic dipole moments are typically smaller than electric dipole
moments, the electric transfer usually dominates.
The spin of light was first measured in 1936 by Richard Beth [2], using a birefringent
plate hanging from a quartz fibre. The birefringent plate changes the polarisation of the
light passing through it and the corresponding transfer of angular momentum results in a
slight rotation of the plate.
The magnitude of the spin of light cannot exceed the magnitude of the spin of perfectly
circularly polarised light. For monochromatic light this bound is Ew . Quantising the light
in photons with energy Eg = h¯w this corresponds to a maximum spin of h¯ per photon.
Although orbital angular momentum is the older and more familiar concept and the
existence of the spin of light was already proposed in 1909, it took until 1992 before the
world came to know that a beam of light can carry orbital angular momentum [3]. It is open
7
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for debate whether this discovery could have been made much earlier but had been over-
looked or that only by the early ’90s knowledge of physics and mathematics had evolved
to the point where exploring this aspect of light was possible. There are arguments for
both viewpoints. On the one hand, the separation of light’s angular momentum into spin
and orbital parts had been achieved in 1932 [4] and after observing the mechanical effect
of spin in 1936 [2] it would have made sense to try to separately observe the orbital part
as well. In 1974 Nye and Berry realised that any wave, including light, could have vortex
like dislocations in its wave structure [5]. Around these vortices the momentum flows in
circles. But since these vortices were seen as random defects in waves reflected of rough
surfaces, the connection with orbital angular momentum was not made. Another oppor-
tunity for noticing the angular momentum of light arose in 1986 when Durnin introduced
Bessel beams as diffraction free solutions of Helmholtz equation [6, 7]. By constructing a
complete set of solutions rather than restricting himself to the physically more easily real-
isable zero angular momentum solutions and recognising that all solutions are physically
relevant, he could have discovered the orbital angular momentum of light five years before
anyone else.
There are also some relevant facts to nuance these missed opportunities. First, whereas
the angular momentum of light is undoubtedly important in its emission, be it visible light
emitted by an atom or radio waves emitted by an antenna, at the point of reception, ap-
proximating the light field as a plane wave usually suffices. Then there is the fact that two
light beams carrying equal but opposite orbital angular momentum differ only in the phase
structure of the light field, not in the intensity pattern, so they cannot be distinguished vi-
sually and laser cavities do not preferentially operate in one mode over the other.1 But
the most important argument against orbital angular momentum of light being discovered
much earlier is that some essential parts of the 1992 article were at the time surprisingly
novel. The mode converter, consisting of two cylindrical lenses, proposed to make light
with orbital angular momentum was only described two years before in a peer reviewed
publication [9] and the theoretical description of the mode converter for arbitrary modes
requires a mathematical relation between Hermite-Gauß and Laguerre-Gauß functions that
was only derived one year before [10].
Since their inception, orbital angular momentum light beams have been used for a wide
range of purposes. There are optical spanners, devices similar to optical tweezers which
can twist small transparent objects in addition to pulling them [11–14]. They can also be
used to measure the rotation speed of an object via the Doppler shift of the scattered light
[15–17]. STED Microscopes use them because the dark spot in the centre is well-suited
for deexciting all but a few fluorescent molecules [18, 19] (First mention of the idea [20]),
thereby beating the diffraction limit. When not beating the diffraction limit, vortex beams
can be used for picturing the relief of microscopic samples [21–23]. In astronomy, adding
a vortex to the light passing through a telescope can be used to eliminate the light from a
bright star to see the dimmer objects around it [24, 25] and the angular momentum com-
position of the light fron the accretion disc of a rotating black hole can be analysed to infer
the black hole’s rotation rate [26]. They have been proposed for high bandwidth communi-
cation, because every orbital angular momentum state adds an additional communication
channel [27–36]. Finally, different angular momentum beams can be entangled and used
to test Bell’s and Leggett’s inequality [37–40].
The above overview shows that different applications use different properties. Some
1Now that light with orbital angular momentum is a big research field, there are custom made laser cavities
that do [8].
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applications exploit the orbital angular momentum, whereas others exploit the fact that any
beam with nonzero orbital angular momentum has a perfectly dark spot in its centre and
others use the large number of different orbital angular momentum modes that exist.
The angular momentum beam is a generic feature of wave phenomena and is not re-
stricted to light. The results achieved with laser beams can therefore be reproduced in other
kinds of waves, often with similar methods. The second kind of wave that got used for mak-
ing orbital angular momentum beams was ultrasound in water [41], with a trasducer that
functioned similar to a spiral phase plate for light (compare to [42]). After sound, electron
beams gained orbital angular momentum. These beams are one of the main interests of
this thesis.
Electrons are in many ways different from photons, they have mass, so they move
slower than the speed of light and disperse as a consequence of a spread in momenta,
they have an electric charge, so they are deflected by static electric and magnetic fields,
whereas photons pass straight through, their number (minus the number of anti-electrons)
is conserved whereas photons can be created and annihilated freely and no more than one
electron can occupy the same quantum state whereas an arbitrary number of photons can.
This last property rules out the possibility of an electron laser2.
Yet electrons obey a wave equation similar to the one light obeys, making it straight-
forward to infer the existence of electron beams carrying orbital angular momentum from
this similarity [43]. In recent years, electron vortex beams were realised in the lab [44, 45]
and the technology for making them has matured [46–53]. Uses for electron vortices have
been proposed in nuclear and high energy physics [54–59], but any applications actually
carried out are in the domain of electron microscopy [60–63] since a transmission electron
microscope is the device used to make them.
Interestingly enough, solutions that can be considered electron vortex beams date back
almost to the discovery of the Schro¨dinger and Dirac equations, although no relevance or
use of their orbital angular momentum and central dark spot was recognised. The electron
vortex beam in a magnetic field was one of the first exact solutions of the Dirac equation
[64]. Landau obtained vortex solutions in a magnetic field when explaining diamagnetism
[65].
Just as photons, electrons carry spin. Their spin is 12 h¯, half the photon value. The inter-
nal degree of freedom associated with electron spin is called a spinor and it allows for four
orthogonal states. Dirac recognised that because not all four states are physically allowed
for electrons, spin and orbital angular momentum can only approximately separated. The
reason is that when you have specified the electrons wave function, you are not free to
choose the spin to be the same at every point due to the constraints [66]. For light some-
thing analogous occurs. Because light’s polarisation is transverse, that is orthogonal to the
local propagation direction, it is impossible to choose the same polarisation everywhere
for an light field with an inhomogeneous intensity profile.
For light, it is possible to describe the polarisation in a way that is independent of the
spatial structure using the helicity. Helicity is the spin along the local propagation direction
and can be assigned independently of the spatial structure. It is only well defined for
massless particles. The problem with the helicity of massive particles is that an observer
moving faster than the particle observes the opposite helicity from an observer moving
slower than the particle. This makes the helicity of a massive particle ambiguous. Since
no observer can overtake a massless particle, this ambiguity does not occur in the massless
2A device that uses stimulated emission to produce a coherent beam of electrons, not to be confused with a
free electron laser, a device that produces light from an electron beam.
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case.
Fields having nonzero optical helicity are chiral, that is, not identical to their mirror
images and the helictiy is a measure for their ‘chiralness’. When shone on molecules that
are chiral as well, and many complex molecules including most building blocks of life are,
the absorption rates and refractive indices can be different for the left and right handed
helicity. The simplest light waves having nonzero helicity are circularly polarised waves
and they haver been a tool in chemical analysis since the nineteenth century [67]. Using
light waves having a more complicated helicity structure has allowed more possibilities in
this area of research, such as improved chirally selective absorption [68–70] and exerting
chirally selective forces molecules [71–73]. In spite of their usefulness light fields with
a shaped helicity profile are a little explored area of research compared to light beams
carrying orbital angular momentum.
This thesis is divided into two parts. Part I deals with the helicity of light and the
symmetry responsible for its conservation. Part II focuses on electron vortex beams in a
magnetic field. Light beams carrying orbital angular momentum play a small role in this
part as a useful basis for expanding the electromagnetic field when studying the quantum
electrodynamics of electron vortex beams.
Used notation
Throughout this thesis a lot of different symbols will appear. Most have agreed upon
meanings that can usually be inferred from their contexts, but for reference here a com-
plete overview.
aˆ†, aˆ Bosonic ladder operators
Am , A0, A, A˜ Four vector potential, its zeroth component (scalar potential), its spatial
part, the complex vector potential.
B, B˜ Magnetic induction, the complex magnetic induction.
c Speed of light, often set to 1
cq cosq
Cm ,C0, C, C˜ Dual four vector potential, its zeroth component, its spatial part, the
complex dual vector potential.
D, D˜ Electric displacement, The complex electric displacement.
Da Six component displacement vector [D B]
d (p  p0) Dirac delta function
d j j0 Kronecker delta symbol
E, E˜ Electric field, the complex electric field.
jej Magnitude of the electron charge
E Total energy of an electron or energy density
EL Landau energy of the electron
EZ Zeeman energy of the electron
hmn Minkowski metric
e0 e Vacuum permittivity, effecticve permittivity
F Force
Fmn Electromagnetic field tensor
Fa Six component field vector [E H]
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G Chiral response
g Diracmatrix or Tellegen response (depending on context)
G Decay rate
g(1)t , g
(1)
s First order temporal and spatial autocorrelation functions
H, H˜ Magnetic field, the complex magnetic field.
H Helicity density
h¯ Reduced Planck constant, often set to 1
Ill
0
nn0(k)
R ¥
0 LG
l
n(r˜)LG
l0
n0(r˜)Jl l0(kr)rdr
j Angular momentum quantum number
jm , j0 or r , j Four current, its zeroth component or (charge) density, current
J j Bessel function of the jth order
k Photon momentum along the z-axis
k Transverse photon momentum. Can be seen as an effective mass.
l orbital angular momentum quantum number.
` Coherence length, ctc
L Length of normalisation volume
Ljljn Laguerre polynomial of order n of the jljth kind.
LGln(r;f) Laguerre-Gauß function rjlje 
r2
2 Ljljn (r2)eilf .
Lgln(r) Radial part of the Laguerre-Gauß function r
jlje 
r2
2 Ljljn (r2).
m Electron mass
m0, m Vacuum permeability, effective permeability
m Effective electron mass m =
q
m2+E2L+E
2
Z
M Transition matrix element
n Radial quantum number
N Landau level N = 12 (2n+ jlj+ l+1+2s)
N Transverse normalisation
w Frequency or photon energy (when using h¯= 1)
p Momentum of electron along the z-axis
pˆ†, pˆ Fermionic ladder operators
Pm gauge covariant four momentum, Pm = pm   eAm
f azimuthal coordinate
~FH Helicity flux
y Scalar wave function
Y Bispinor wave function
r Radial coordinate
r˜ Rescaled radial coordinate r˜ =
pjejB=2r
R Radius of normalisation volume
S Scattering matrix
S Poynting vector
sq sinq
si j Maxwell stress tensor
s Spin quantum number
t Time coordinate
t Time interval
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tc Coherence time
u Constant Bispinor
Vmnrs , Vi jkl Indices running fron 0 to 3, indces running from 1 to 3
V[mn ],Vfmng Antisymmetrised indices V[mn ] = Vmn   Vnm , symmetrised indices
Vfmng =Vmn +Vnm
Z Optical impedance,
p
e 1m
Part I
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Chapter 1
Electric-magnetic duality
symmetry in linear media.
1.1 Duality symmetry, helicity and spin for the source free
Maxwell equations.
All of classical optics follows from only four coupled partial differential equations [74, 75]:
Ñ  e0E= r ÑE= m0H˙;
Ñ m0H= 0 ÑH= e0E˙+ j: (1.1)
These are Maxwell’s equations. In these equations E is the electric field,H is the magnetic
field, r and j are the electric charge density and current and e0 and m0 are the vacuum
permiitivity and permeability, coupling constants that indicate how strong the interaction
between electric charges and the electromagnetic field is. The speed of light is determined
by the vacuum permittivity and permeability as
pe0m0 = 1c . Together with the Lorentz
force law F= q(E+vB)Maxwell’s equations also describe all of classical electromag-
netism.
If one assumes an absence of any electric charges and currents, the first pair of Maxwell’s
equations has the same form as the second pair, suggesting there exists an interchangabil-
ity between the electric and the magnetic field. This interchangeability has been studied in
quite some detail [76–81]. The source free Maxwell equations are invariant under a contin-
uous rotation of the electric and magnetic fields among each other [76] (using shorthands
for the sines and cosines).
E! cqE+ sq
r
m0
e0
H; H! cqH  sq
r
e0
m0
E (1.2)
Applying this transformation to a light wave amounts to an actual rotation of the electric
and magnetic fields around an axis locally perpendicular to both, hence it is called the
electric magnetic duality rotation or shortly duality rotation. The energy density of the
electric field is invariant under duality transformations, as are the momentum given by the
15
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Poynting vector and the momentum flux given by the Maxwell stress tensor
E=
e0E E+m0H H
2
!
e0
2

cqE+ sq
r
m0
e0
H



cqE+ sq
r
m0
e0
H

+
m0
2

cqH  sq
r
e0
m0
E



cqH  sq
r
e0
m0
E

=
c2q + s
2
q
2
(e0E E+m0H H)+ sq cqpe0m0(E H E H) = e0E E+m0H H2 ; (1.3)
S= EH!

cqE+ sq
r
m0
e0
H



cqH  sq
r
e0
m0
E

= c2qEH  s2qHE+ cq sq
r
m0
e0
HH 
r
e0
m0
EE

= EH; (1.4)
si j = e0EiE j+m0HiH j di jE!
e0

cqEi+ sq
r
m0
e0
Hi

cqE j+ sq
r
m0
e0
H j

+m0

cqHi  sq
r
e0
m0
Ei

cqH j  sq
r
e0
m0
E j

 di jE
= (c2q + s
2
q )(e0EiE j+m0HiH j)+ cq sq
p
e0m0(EiH j+HiE j HiE j EiH j) di jE
= e0EiE j+m0HiH j di jE: (1.5)
The angular momentum density of the electromagnetic field is duality invariant too because
it is a part of the angular momentum tensor Mmnr = x[mTn ]r [82] with Tnr the energy
momentum tensor whose elements are the energy density, Poynting vector and Maxwell
stress tensor, all of which are duality invariant.
Noethers theorem [83, 84] states that the existence of a continuous symmetry implies
the existence of a conserved quantity. The conserved quantity implied by duality symme-
try cannot be constructed from their field strengths, the coordinate four vector and partial
derivatives with respect to the coordinates. Instead it contains the vector potential (A0;A)
and the dual vector potential (C0;C). It is well known that electrodynamics can alter-
natively be described using the vector potential and the definitions E =  ÑA0  A˙ and
m0H= ÑA. From these definitions one obtains two of Maxwell’s equations
Ñ m0H= Ñ ÑA= 0 and ÑE= Ñ (ÑA0+ A˙) = m0H˙: (1.6)
In the absence of electric charges and currents it is possible to use the dual vector potential
definingH= ÑC0 C˙ and e0E= ÑC. These definitions yield the other twoMaxwell
equations. With these vector potentials, the helicity density H and flux ~FH are [77, 78,
80, 81]
H =
1
2
p
e0m0(A H C E);
~FH =
1
2
r
e0
m0
EA+pe0m0HA0+
r
m0
e0
HC pe0m0EC0

: (1.7)
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Together they obey the conservation law H˙+Ñ ~FH = 0.
H˙ =
1
2
p
e0m0
 
( E ÑA0) H+A  H˙+(H+ÑC0) E C  E˙

;
Ñ ~FH = 12
r
e0
m0
(A ÑE E ÑA)+pe0m0E ÑA0

(1.8)
+
1
2
r
m0
e0
(C ÑH H ÑC) pe0m0E ÑC0

=
1
2
p
e0m0
  A  H˙ E H+E ÑA0+C  E˙+H E E ÑC0 :
Due to the explicit appearance of the vector potentials the helicity density is not locally
gauge invariant. The total helicity is however if one assumes that the field strength goes to
zero at infinity. The helicity as stated above is related to the magnetic helicity A B [85–
87], which looks like a non duality symmetric version of the optical helicity. The magnetic
helicity is also a conserved quantity, but under completely different assumptions, namely
assuming perfect conductivity. It is an irony of scientific history that of all conserved quan-
tities of charge and current free electrodynamics helicity is the one that was formulated in
a duality violating form first and quite a miracle that two completely different assump-
tions (perfect conductivity vs. no electric currents and charges) can lead to such similar
conservation laws.
The helicity density is a measure for the local handedness of light. It is a time even,
parity odd scalar density1. For linearly polarised light the helicity density is zero and it is,
for a given enregy density E extremal for circularly polarised light. For monochromatic
light there is an upper limit to the time averaged helicity density if one chooses the gauge
A0 =C0 = Ñ A = Ñ C = 0 wherein there is a direct proportionality between the vector
potentials and the fields. This upper limit can best be shown a complex reperesentation for
monochromatic light E= Re
 
E˜e iwt

(and likewise for other fields and vector potentials).
The time average of any quantity quadratic in the fields is one half of the scalar product of
the complex amplitudes, because the mean square of the cosine is 12 . Using the complex
representation we find:
jHj=
pe0m0
4
jA˜  H˜  C˜  E˜j=
pe0m0
4w
ji(E˜  H˜  H˜  E˜)j=
pe0m0
2w
jIm(E˜  H˜)j
 e0E˜  E˜
+m0H˜  H˜
4w
=
E
w
; (1.9)
where in the last step I used (
p
e0E˜+
pm0H˜) (pe0E˜+pm0H˜)  0. Considering the light
field to consist of photons with energy h¯w , this amounts to light having a helicity between
h¯ per photon, allowing the helicity to be written as h¯ times the difference between the
number of right and left handed circularly polarised photons, the form in which it was first
recognised in optics [76].
For a plane wave, the helicity is equivalent to the spin along the propagation direc-
tion and both can be used to describe the degree of circular polarisation of the light. For
nonparaxial light fields, that are, light fields built up from plane wave components point-
ing in wildly different directions, helicity has the advantage that it can be unambiguously
1Compare: your left hand remains the same under time reversal, but turns into a different object (your right
hand) under parity.
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defined whereas it may not be possible to find a useful axis along which to define spin.
This advantage becomes useful when when expanding the electromagnetic field in a set of
basis modes other than plane waves. Regardless what modes one can in free space always
choose left handed helicity and right handed helicity as basis polarisations. I will use this
advantage in part II.
1.2 Continuum electrodynamics and duality symmetry in
matter
The presence of a single electron suffices to break duality symmetry. This is unfortunate
because for nearly every application in optics light has to pass through some form of mat-
ter, even when one discounts the presence Earths atmosphere, and duality symmetry is
fundamentally violated. The transfer of helicity from the electromagnetic field to matter
has been studied [88], but for matter there exists no conserved helicity, so it is impossible
to construct a total helicity.
But typically free charges do not occur and for nonconductive materials, free currents
do not exist either and charges tend to get only redistributed within a single molecule.
For visible light (and electromagnetic radiation of lower frequencies) the wavelength is
much longer than the size of a molecule and the small scale charge and current distribution
can be well described by a space averaged polarisation and magnetisation. This allows
the microscopic Maxwell equations to be approximated well by an effective continuum
theory that is well understood [74, 75, 89, 90]. Then similar to the vacuum Maxwell
equations, the invariance of the continuum theory under (a modified) duality symmetry
can be investigated. Fernandez-Corbaton et. al. found the conditions for duality symmetry
in linear, isotropic, achiral media [91], but these conditions are not typically satisfied for
real world materials. In this chapter we relax their constraints to derive a broader set of
conditions under which duality symmetry is preserved in matter. We will start with a
derivation of Maxwell’s equations in matter, because we include some parameters that are
usually omitted from textbooks because they are small or equal to zero for most materials.
Separating the magnetic field in a free part, H f and an induced magnetisation M and
writing the charges in terms of the induced polarisation P gives the equations
Ñ  e0E= Ñ P ÑE= m0(H˙ f +M˙);
Ñ m0(H f +M) = 0 Ñ (H f +M) = e0E˙+ P˙+ÑM: (1.10)
WithÑM the induced magnetisation current. Introducing the magnetic fluxB m0(H f +
M) and the electric displacementD e0E+P and dropping the f -index for simplicity yield
the general form of Maxwell’s equations in nonconductive matter
Ñ D= 0 ÑE= B˙;
Ñ B= 0 ÑH= D˙: (1.11)
Within this model the vector potentials are still helpful tools and are defined via
 A˙ ÑA0 = E  C˙ ÑC0 =H;
ÑA= B  ÑC= D: (1.12)
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The properties of the medium under consideration determine P and M and thereby the
relation between the fields E and H on the one hand and the displacement and flux, D
and B on the other hand. We will restrict ourselves to the assumption that the induced
polarisation and magnetisation are linear in the fields. Under these assumptions, the most
genreal relation between the fields is [92]:
D˜
B˜

= Rˆ

E˜
H˜

; Rˆ=

e(x;w)  iG(x;w)+ g(x;w)
iG(x;w)+ g(x;w) m(x;w)

: (1.13)
The entries e and m are the modified permitivitty and permeability of the medium, G is
the chiral response present in optically active media and g is the magneto-electric respone,
proposed by Tellegen [93] when he hypothesised a new electronic circuit component and
later verified to exist [94–97]. If a medium is inhomogeneous, these medium parameters
are position dependent and at sharp interfaces (like an air-glass interdace) they are discon-
tinuous. For isotropic media, these four parameters are numbers, but anisotropic media can
be described to by considering these parameters to be 33 matrices. The only restrictions
imposed on Rˆ is that it is invertible and independent of the fields. If there is no gain or
absorption, Rˆ is hermitian. The continuum Maxwell equations are usually written using
E˜;H˜; D˜ and B˜, but using Rˆ, two can be eliminated. Keeping only D˜ and B˜, Maxwell’s
equations become in matrix form
¶x ¶y ¶z 0 0 0
0 0 0 ¶x ¶y ¶z

D˜
B˜

= 0;
Ñ 0
0 Ñ

0 I
 I 0

Rˆ 1

D˜
B˜

= iw

D˜
B˜

; (1.14)
It is obvious that any linear combination of D˜ and B˜ obeys the divergence laws, so a good
ansatz to make for the generalised duality transformation is
D
B

!

cq  Z 1sq
Zsq cq

D
B

; (1.15)
with Z =
p
e 1m , the optical impedance, which we assume to be a number (this assump-
tion will prove to be correct). The duality rotation matrix commutes with the time deriva-
tive and with the curl operator. Thus the condition for duality symmetry becomes
cq  Z 1sq
Zsq cq

;

0 I
 I 0

Rˆ 1

= 0: (1.16)
Using the commutator identity [A;B 1] = B 1[B;A]B 1 and evaluating the commutator
explicitly leads to the following conditions for duality symmetry and determines a
g(x;w) = 0;
e(x;w) µ m(x;w); (1.17)
G(x;w) = free:
Where the proportionality applies to both the position dependence and the matrix structure.
The commutator identity used to derive duality symmetry does not only work for Rˆ
being a matrix, it works for any linear invertible operator. This makes it possible to gener-
alise the above result to media with a nonlocal linear response. In a nonlocal medium, the
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polarisation and magnetisation at point x do not only depend on the fields in x, but, due
to interactions between neighbouring atoms, on the fields in the surroundings of x as well.
A linear nonlocal medium can be described by replacing the elements of Rˆ with integral
kernels [90].
Da(x;w) =
Z
Rab (x;x0;w)Fb (x0;w)dV 0: (1.18)
Here Da is one of the components of the six component (D˜; B˜) vector and Fa is one of
the components of the six component (E˜;H˜) vector, the indices a and b run from 1 to
6 and we adopt the usual convention of summing over doubly occurring indices. These
integral transforms are linear, so as long as they are invertible as well, the same conditions
for duality symmetry still apply. The caveat here is to find out if all integral kernels are
invertible. If Rab only depends on x x0, as is the case for homogeneous nonlocal media,
invertibility can be checked by Fourier transforming.
If the medium properties properties vary with time, like in acoust-optic modulators,
an approach similar to the one for nonlocal media can be used [90]. Working in the time
domain instead of in the frequency domain, one can introduce time dependent complex
fields via the Fourier transform, F(x; t) =
R
F(x;w)e iwdw . The elements of the response
matrix for stationary media is given by
Da(x; t) =
Z Z t  jx x0 jc
 ¥
Rab (x;x0; t  t 0)Fb (x0; t 0)dt 0dV 0: (1.19)
Time varying medium properties can be included by allowing for other time dependences
than t  t 0 in the response matrix and the conditions for duality symetry become.
g(x;x0; t; t 0) = 0;
e(x;x0; t; t 0) µ m(x;x0; t; t 0); (1.20)
G(x;x0; t; t 0) = free:
Where each entry is a 33 matrix of integral operators. An important difference between
the stationary and the nonstationary case is that in the stationary case one can assume to
be working with monochromatic light and require duality symmetry to hold only for the
frequency of interest whereas in the nonstationary case the frequency of light can change
and duality symmetry must apply broadband.
Whenever duality symetry applies in a medium, there should exist a generalised he-
licity density and flux which obey the conservation law H˙+Ñ ~FH = 0 and reduce to
the vacuum helicity density and flux if all parameters in Rˆ are set to their vacuum values.
Using complex fields in the time domain, defined via E˜ =
R
E˜we iwtdw (and likewise for
the other fields and vector potentials), we propose to generalise these quantities in a linear
medium in the following way:
H =
1
4
 
Z 1A˜  B˜ ZC˜  D˜ ;
~FH =
1
4
 
Z 1E˜ A˜+Z 1A0B˜+ZH˜ C˜+ZC0D˜

: (1.21)
The only addition made compared to previous works [77–81, 98] are the prefactors Z 1
and Z. Substituting these expressions into the continuity equations and using Maxwell’s
equations yields
dH
dt
+Ñ ~FH = 12Re(Z
 1E˜  B˜)+ 1
2
Re(ZH˜  D˜): (1.22)
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Now assuming duality symmetry, B˜ = Z2eH˜+ iGE˜ and D˜ = eE˜  iGH˜. Assuming her-
miticity of Rˆ, e;m and G are Hermitian operators, expanding H˜ in the eigenvectors of Ze
with eigenvalues l j yields
dH
dt
+Ñ ~FH = Re
 
å
j
l jH˜j  E˜  E˜ å
j
l jH˜ j
!
 Re(Z 1E˜  iGE˜+ZH˜  iGH˜) = 0:
(1.23)
This shows that our helicity is indeed locally conserved if the medium is duality symmetric
and if there is no gain or absorption. If one is interested in quasi-monochromatic light it is
useful to separate the fields in a rapidly oscillating phase and a slowly varying envelope:
E˜(t)e iw0t etc., and to write the helicity density in terms of the envelope only.
1.3 Properties of duality symmetry preserving interfaces
and media
Duality symmetric media interact in a unique way with light. An achiral duality symmetric
optical element can (if it exists) manipulate light without affecting its polarisation. To
illustrate this property, we will give two simple examples: reflection off and transmission
through a duality symmetric flat interface and the propagation of light through a duality
symmetric uniaxial crystal.
Consider the interface between two achiral media. The Fresnel coefficients are [67]
r? =
q
ei
mi cos(qi) 
q
et
mt cos(qt)q
ei
mi cos(qi)+
q
et
mt cos(qt)
; t? =
2
q
ei
mi cos(qi)q
ei
mi cos(qi)+
q
et
mt cos(qt)
;
rk =
q
et
mt cosqi 
q
ei
mi cosqtq
ei
mi cosqi+
q
et
mt cosqt
; tk =
2
q
et
mt cosqiq
ei
mi cosqi+
q
et
mt cosqt
: (1.24)
Duality symmetry implies that the Fresnel coefficients are the same for both polarisations
on the interface under consideration. Filling in e and m for the media under consideration
shows this and also simplifies the Fresnel coeficients:
r?;k =
cosqi  cosqt
cosqi+ cosqt
; t?;k =
2cosqi
cosqi+ cosqt
: (1.25)
The refractive index appears only implicitly via Snels law.
These expressions can also be generalised to chiral duality symmetric interfaces. In
that case it is useful to consider circularly rather than linearly polarised light. The Fresnel
coefficients follow from the following continuity equations [99]
cosqixˆ+ iyˆ= tR(cosqt xˆ+ iyˆ)+ rR( cosqixˆ+ iyˆ);
cosqixˆ  iyˆ= tL(cosqt xˆ  iyˆ)+ rL( cosqixˆ  iyˆ): (1.26)
Here, xˆ and yˆ are the respective unit vectors in the x and y direction. From the continuity
equations one obtains
rR =
cosqi  cosqt
cosqi+ cosqt
; tR =
2cosqi
cosqi+ cosqt
(1.27)
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Figure 1.1: Comparison between
the passage of rays through an ordi-
nary dielectric uniaxial crystal (top)
and a duality symmetric uniaxial
crystal (bottom). In an ordinary uni-
axial crystal an incident unpolarised
light ray gets separated into two lin-
ear orthogonally polarised rays, one
of which is shifted relative to the in-
cident ray. In a duality symmetric
crystal this separation does not oc-
cur and both rays get shifted by the
same amount.
and identical expressions for the left handed polarisation, the only difference being that qt
assumes a different value for left and right handed polarisations. It is interesting to note
that for normal incidence r = 0 and both polarisations are transmitted perfectly. This can
be understood by noting that due to rotational symmetry the angular momentum compo-
nent perpendicular to the interface is conserved. Reflection of circularly polarised light
at normal incidence flips the spin angular momentum and therefore may not occur. Al-
ternatively, the perfect transmission can be understood using the optical impedance [100].
Interpreting
Ek
Hk
as an impedance, one obtains the laws for transmission of an electric signal
through an electronic circuit, with transmission being perfect if the impedances of both me-
dia are equal. By virtue of the duality symmetry condition e µ m this impedance matching
condition is automatically satisfied for light at normal incidence.
Another interesting situation to study is the propagation of light through a uniaxial
duality symmetric crystal. In most uniaxial crystals, light is separated into an ordinary
ray, for which the wave vector is the propagation direction, and an extraordinary ray for
which the propagation direction is different from the wave vector. In a duality symmetric
crystal, both rays propagate in the same direction, which is different from the wave vector.
Both rays can be viewed as ‘equally extraordinary’. This can be shown as follows. Choose
your coordinate system such that the optic axis lies along the z-axis and the wave vector
of the light ray under consideration in the xz-plane. The permittivity and permeability can
now be written as e = a 1 diag(c 1? ;c
 1
? ;c
 1
k ) and m = a diag(c
 1
? ;c
 1
? ;c
 1
k ), where a is
chosen such that the common factor among e and m has the dimension of inverse velocity.
One can find two sets of plane wave solutions, the first one for which E1 points in the
y-direction and the second one for which H2 points in the y-direction.
E1 = Z
1
2 ei(kx wt)
24 01
0
35 ; H2 = Z  12 ei(kx wt)
24 01
0
35 : (1.28)
From Maxwell’s equations, one has D j =   1w kH j and B j = 1w kE j. Using these
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expressions and e and m , one can compute H1 and E2.
H1 =
Z 
1
2
w
ei(kx wt)
24  kzc?0
kxck
35 ; E2 = Z 12w ei(kx wt)
24 kzc?0
 kxck
35 : (1.29)
Now the light rays propagate along the (time averaged) Poynting vector, which is S j =
1
2E jHj . Computing the Poynting vector for both polarisations gives
S1 = S2 =
1
w
24 kxck0
kzc?
35 : (1.30)
So rays of both polarisations propagate in the same direction which differs from the direc-
tion of the wave vector, as depicted in Fig. 1.1
1.4 The separation of the electromagnetic field in a right
handed and a left handed field
For a duality symmetric medium, there exists another way to write Maxwell’s equations in
a simple and insightful form, which we will show now. Start by introducing the following
right and left handed fields R and L and their corresponding refractive indices nR and nL:
R=
1p
2

E  i
r
m
e
H

; nR =
p
em+G;
L=
1p
2

E+ i
r
m
e
H

; nL =
p
em G: (1.31)
When applying these fields and refractive indices in an anisotropic medium, one can re-
move the ambiguity in the square root of a matrix by replacing
q
m
e by a
 1 and
pem by
either ae or a 1m . With these fields the divergence laws take the following form
Ñ 

e(R+L)+G
r
e
m
(R L)

= 0;
Ñ  (pem(R L)+G(R+L)) = 0: (1.32)
In a duality symmetric medium,
q
e
m can be taken in front of the divergence operator and
the divergence laws can be rewritten as
Ñ  (nRR) = 0; Ñ  (nLL) = 0: (1.33)
More interesting are the curl laws, which become, after some algebra,
Ñ (R+L) = i d
dt
(
p
em(R L)+G(R+L)) ; (1.34)
Ñ
r
e
m
(R L) = i d
dt

e(R+L)+G
r
e
m
(R L)

:
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Again, if the medium is duality symmetric, a factor of
q
e
m can be taken in front of all
differential operators and these equations simplify to
ÑR= i d
dt
nRR; ÑL= i ddt nLL: (1.35)
When written in this form, it is clear that for a duality symmetric medium, right and left
handed light fields are completely decoupled and obey their own field equations. Moreover,
one can show that any plane wave solution has R rotating counterclockwise (with the wave
vector pointing toward you) and L rotating clockwise, thus verifiying that they indeed
contain only resp. right and left handed contributions.
This separation in left and right handed components only works if one takes the fields
to be complex. Only then the real part of the electric field and the imaginary part of
the magnetic field (and vice versa) interfere destructively for one and constructively for
the other handedness. If one treats the field as real quantities L becomes the Riemann-
Silberstein bivector, which contains all information about both handednesses of the light
[101, 102]. Although Silberstein suggestively used the terms L- and R-quaternions in
one of his articles, to the best of our knowledge no one has mentioned this non-intuitive
difference between the real and complex treatments of the fields (see also the recent review
articles [103, 104]).
Like the fields, the vector potentials can be rewritten in left and right handed contribu-
tions as well:
(L0;~L) =
1p
2

(A0;A)+ i
r
m
e
(C0;C)

;
(D0;~D) =
1p
2

(A0;A)  i
r
m
e
(C0;C)

: (1.36)
From these definitions follow
~˙L+ÑL0 = L; Ñ~L= inLL;
~˙D+ÑD0 = R; Ñ~D= inRR; (1.37)
which are similar to the normal relations between vector potentials and fields. It is insight-
ful to rewrite the helicity density and flux in terms of these new fields and potentials.
H =
i
4a
(~D nRR ~L nLL);
~FH =
1
4a
(R~D+L~L): (1.38)
These show that the helicity is the difference between left and right handed contributions,
which is perfectly in line with the the definition of helicity as the difference in the number
of left and right handed circularly polarised photons [79–81, 98].
1.5 The feasability of duality symmetric optics
The condition e µ m cannot be genercially satisfied for two different materials, because
for many materials m is close to its vacuum value for most frequencies, whereas e varies
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from material to material. Even for materials with strong magnetic responses e and m are
not typically proportional across two materials. The reason is that any realistic material is
absorbing, which means that the imaginary parts of e and m are nonzero. So there are four
parameters2 which have to be proportional to each other. One of them can be used to set
the proportionality constant across the interface, leaving three constraints. If the only thing
one can do is varying the frequency of the light, one constraint can be satisfied (provided
all parameters vary enough with frequency), leaving two unsatisfied constraints.
Designing (superconducting [105–107]) metamaterials with the desired properties al-
lows to satisfy all constraints within manufacturing tolerance[108–114]. In this case dual-
ity symmetry can be considered an approximate symmetry rather than an exact symmetry.
The only nontrivial case3 where duality symmetry is exactly satisfied, is a system con-
sisting of a chiral material and the same material with opposite chirality. One can expand
the light field in a left handed and a right handed component, and verify that both compo-
nents experience a change in refractive index as they pass from the right handed to the left
handed material or vice versa, yet duality symmetry is obviously preserved here. Combin-
ing a chiral material with its opposite chirality counterpart one can imagine novel optical
components like chiral waveguides that only guide light of one helicty or chiral lenses that
ficus one left handed light whilst defocusing right handed ligt (or vice versa).
In short, we have shown that electric-magnetic duality symmetry is preserved within
the framework of linear optics as long as the permittivity and permeability response re-
main in the same proportion everywhere and there is no magneto-electric response. The
proportionality of the permittivity and the permeability is typically not preserved upon go-
ing from one medium to another, making this condition hard to achieve, but using only
both chiralities of a chiral material, one can satisfy all conditions.
2For isotropic materials; for anisotropic materials the number of parameters is even larger.
3That is, other than vacuum or a large piece of homogeneous, isotropic material.
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Chapter 2
Superpositions of up to six plane
waves without electric-field
interference
2.1 Introduction
The experiments of Thomas Young cemented the idea that different sources of light, if
sufficiently coherent, interfere with each other [115, 116]. Youngs experiment confirmed
the wave nature of light, which could straightforwardly explain this phenomenon, unlike
the corpuscle model then commonly accepted. Bright fringes appear where two crests or
two troughs overlay and dark fringes appear when a crest of one wave overlays with a
trough of the other. Further interference experiments by Fresnel and Arago confirmed the
transversality of light waves [117].
In modern electrodynamics, the electric and magnetic fields of a plane electromagnetic
wave are orthogonal to each other and the direction of propagation. This suggests that
the maximum number of waves with the same frequency that can be superposed without
any interference is three. This can be done by choosing three waves travelling in mutually
orthogonal directions and choosing all three polarisations orthogonal to each other.
If one is content with only the mean squared electric field being homogeneous without
requiring that the mean square of the magnetic field also be homogeneous, larger superposi-
tions are allowed. For many practical purposes, such superpositions can still be considered
noninterfering, as it is the electric field that interacts most with matter, including fluores-
cent dyes, CCDs and the light-sensitive pigments in the human eye. The inhomogeneity in
the magnetic field is relatively difficult to detect.
The helicity density, a quantity indicating the handedness of the light [77–80, 118],
is in general inhomogeneous for noninterfering superpositions. It will vary in space in a
pattern that is quite often, although not necessarily, periodic and resembles the intensity
variations in optical lattices. There is enough freedom left in the superpositions to allow
for a large variety of helicity lattices.
Some noninterfering superpositions show superchirality, an effect introduced by Tang
& Cohen [68–70]. Superchiral light has regions where the helicity density is much higher
than one would expect from the local mean square of the electric field. The key difference
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is that other superchiral superpositions exploit interference to create a region where the
mean square of the electric field is weak, but the mean square of the magnetic field is not,
allowing for the helicity density to become very large compared the squared local electric
field [68, 119]. The helicity is actually quite small compared to the squared electric field
outside of this ‘dark region’. Alternatively plasmonic resonators have been propopsed to
generate high helicites close to a surface [120–124]. Noninterfering superpositions achieve
superchirality in free space and in ‘bright regions’ where the mean square of the electric
field is not suppressed.
The scope of this chapter is broad. We will treat the explicit construction of noninter-
fering superpositions and their helicity structures, the mathematically interesting question
what the maximum number of noninterfering plane waves is and the possibility to use
liquid crystals to record the helicity structures of our noninterfering superpositions. This
chapter is structured as follows: in section 2.2 we show how to construct noninterfering
superpositions. We then give several examples along with their helicity density patterns
in section 2.3. In section 2.4 we estimate the residual inhomogeneity of the mean square
of the electric field under small deviations from the exact required parameters and the de-
crease in visibility of the helicity lattices when the light is partially coherent. In section 2.5
we disuss the possibility of recording the helicity density patterns of noninterfering super-
positions using chirally sensitive liquid crystals and in section 2.6 we discuss several open
mathematical questions related to noninterfering superpositions.
2.2 Construction of noninterfering superpositions and their
helicity properties
In this chapter we work in the classical domain in free space and consider non-trivial
superpositions of N plane electromagnetic waves, each of which has the same angular
frequency w = ck. For a superposition of N waves the resulting electric and magnetic
fields are
E= Re E˜=Re

åNj=1 E˜ jei(k j x wt)

; (2.1)
H= Re H˜=Re

1
m0w å
N
j=1k j E˜ jei(k j x wt)

:
By a non-trivial superposition we mean ki 6= k j 8 i 6= j and E˜ j 6= 0 8 j. The complex
amplitudes E˜ j define the polarisations, amplitudes and phases of the waves. Because light’s
polarisation is transverse E˜ j k j = 0 8 j applies.
2.2.1 Interference cancellation
The mean square of the electric field is given by
w
2p
Z 2p
w
0
E Edt = 1
2
E˜  E˜ = 1
2
 
N
å
j=1
E˜ j  E˜j +
N
å
j=1
å
l 6= j
E˜ j  E˜l ei(k j kl)x
!
: (2.2)
If this is to be homogeneous, the second sum must vanish. The most obvious way to
achieve this is to choose the constituent plane waves such that no two interfere, in which
case E˜ j  E˜l = 0 8 j 6= l. This can be done for at most three plane waves because there
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are three orthogonal polarisation directions possible. We recognise that it is also possible,
however, to allow multiple pairs of waves to interfere, provided the associated interference
patterns cancel. To appreciate this, suppose that there exists within the superposition a
pair ( j 6= l) of interfering waves, with the spatial periodicity of the associated interference
pattern being dictated by the wavevector difference k j   kl . If another pair ( j0 6= l0) of
interfering waves with the same wavector difference k j kl = k j0  kl0 can be identified,
giving an associated interference pattern with the same spatial periodicity, then the two
interference patterns will cancel provided that E˜ j  E˜l + E˜ j0  E˜l0 = 0. The same reasoning
applies for more than two pairs of interfering waves with the same wavevector difference.
It is this trick that allows us to superpose more than three plane waves whilst keping the
mean square of the electric field homogeneous.
2.2.2 Optical helicity and helicity lattices
As only monochromatic light fields in free space are considered we can simplify the ex-
pression for the helicity: eq. (1.21). Using the gauge A0 =C0 = Ñ A= Ñ C= 0, we can
express the vector potentials in terms of the fields as A˜= E˜=iw and C˜= H˜=iw . Using these
relations, eq. (1.21) can be rewritten in terms of the fields only as H = 12 Im(E˜  H˜)=cw .
For a superposition of N plane waves one has
H =
 i
4cw
N
å
j;l=1
(E˜ j  H˜l   E˜l  H˜ j)ei(k j kl)x: (2.3)
If all waves are linearly polarised, the terms with i = j are zero and only the ‘interfer-
ence terms’ remain. The vectors k j   kl of all nonzero terms determine if the helicity
density forms a lattice. If they are all linear combinations with integer coefficients of
dim
 
spanfk j kl jE˜ j  H˜l   E˜l  H˜ j 6= 0g

1 vectors, they form a lattice. If not, they form
a less regular structure.
2.3 Explicit examples
Throughout this section graphics of the helicity structure will always be 4 4 or 4 4
4 wavelengths large unless stated otherwise and blue indicates negative helicity and red
indicates positive helicity.
Also, throughout this section, diagrams illustrate the superpositions for which the he-
licity density is plotted. In these diagrams grey arrows indicate wavevectors and electric
field polarisations are indicated with yellow arrows. Green arrows to indicate the magnetic
polarisations are included for reference as well. Mutually cancelling pairs of interference
terms are indicated by red lines and interference terms contributing to the inhomogeneous
helicity density are shown as black dashed lines.
In every example we will give of a noninterfering superposition, there is some freedom
left to change the amplitudes and propagation directions of the different waves. We will
use a j to indicate free complex amplitudes which can take any nonzero value and q j and
f j to indicate free angles where 0 q j < p and 0 f j < 2p , unless additional constraints
are mentioned.
1spanf g Is the space spanned by a set of vectors, dim( ) is the dimension.
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I will check if superchirality occurs by comparing the helicty density to the mean square
of the electric field, both multiplied with suitable constants to make their dimensions the
same. The superchirality threshold is
pe0m0jIm(E˜  H˜)j > e0E˜  E˜ [68]. Because E˜  E˜
is homogeneous by design for all examples we will give, the occurrence of superchiral-
ity implies a similar inequality taking the global maxima: max
 pe0m0jIm(E˜  H˜)j >
max
 
e0E˜  E˜

. That is, the local helicity is large compared to the squared electric field
anywhere. To the best of our knowledge, no monochromatic electromagnetic field with
this property has ever been identified.
2.3.1 Two waves
Two plane waves can always be orthogonally polarised regardless of what their wavevec-
tors are. One way to achieve this is to choose the polarisation of one wave to lie in the
plane spanned by the wavevectors of both waves and the other one orthogonal to this plane
[72, 118]. It is convenient to choose both waves to lie in the xy-plane, symmetrically with
respect to the y-axis.
j k j E˜ j
1 [sinq ; cosq ; 0] a1[0; 0; 1]
2 [sinq ; cosq ; 0] a2[cosq ; sinq ; 0]
For this configuration E˜  E˜ and H˜  H˜ are homogeneous. If one computes the helicity
density, however, one does find a fringe structure similar to intensity interference fringes
one would get if one chose the polarisations parallel, see Fig. 2.1.
H = e0
w
ja1a2jcos2 q sin(k0 sin(2q)x+ arg(a1a2)) : (2.4)
Because of the helicity-dependent force it exerts on chiral molecules [71, 72] and birefrin-
gent microparticles [125, 126] this superposition has been studied in some detail. It has
been found to act like a matter wave grating on chiral molecules [73] similar to how a
standing light wave can act like a grating for molecules in general [127–129].
2.3.2 Three waves
Having three waves travelling in orthogonal directions and with orthogonal polarisations
yields both homogeneous E˜ E˜ and H˜ H˜. This setup already shows an interesting helicity
structure, forming a triangular lattice, as is shown in Fig. 2.2. One is free to change the
relative amplitudes. This will alter the shape of the positive and negative helicity regions
within a unit cell, but keeps the lattice vectors fixed.
If only E˜ E˜ has to be constant, but H˜ H˜may vary, one can construct more superposi-
tions by rotating the wavevectors of the three waves around axes given by their polarisation
directions, yielding:
j k j E˜ j
1 [cosf1; 0;  sinf1] a1[0; 1; 0]
2 [ sinf2; cosf2; 0] a2[0; 0; 1]
3 [0;  sinf3; cosf3] a3[1; 0; 0]
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Figure 2.1: The wave- and polarisation vectors for a noninterfering two-wave superposition
(left) and its helicity pattern (right)
Figure 2.2: The wave- and polarisation vectors for three noninterfering orthogonal waves,
all amplitudes taken equal (left) and their helicity structure (right). For three plane waves
the helicity interference terms always lie in a plane and thus form a two-dimensional he-
licity lattice.
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Figure 2.3: The construction of a superchiral three-wave superposition (left). The ampli-
tude of the middle wave is
p
2 times the amplitude of the other waves. The corresponding
helicity structure (right) has superchiral regions (yellow ellipses) which extend for about
half a wavelength in one direction and a quarter of a wavelength in the other.
with a1, a2 and a3 free (complex) amplitudes. The additional freedom one gets from
only requiring E˜  E˜ to be homogeneous allows for a larger variety of helicity structures,
including ones that are locally superchiral, as shown in Fig. 2.3.2.
With the above superpositions, the possibilities to superpose three plane waves whilst
keeping the root-mean-square of the electric field constant are not exhausted yet. There
exists another family of three-wave superpositions satisfying this requirement. It is con-
structed by taking two counterpropagating waves with orthogonal polarisations. Then a
third wave is superposed, travelling perpendicularly to the first two waves and polarised
along the propagation axis of the first two waves. Taking the first two waves travel-
ling along the y-axis and the third wave travelling along the x-axis we get the following
parametrisation:
j k j E˜ j
1 [0; 1; 0] a1[cosq ; 0; sinqeif ]
2 [0;  1; 0] a2[ sinq ; 0; cosqeif ]
3 [1; 0; 0] a3[0; 1; 0]
Unlike any other superposition we show in this chapter, the polarisations of the light waves
do not have to be all linear. For waves 1 and 2 one can choose any pair of elliptic polari-
sations one likes, as long as they are orthogonal. For two circularly polarised light waves,
to have orthogonally polarised means to have their electric field vectors rotate in opposite
directions. If the waves travel in opposite directions, this is equivalent to them having the
same helicity. Thus one can use this superposition to make helicity lattices that are pre-
dominantly left- or right handed, as demonstrated in Fig. 2.4. This is impossible with any
of the other superpositions we will show because they have all their light waves linearly
polarised which implies that the helicity density averaged over one unit cell is zero.
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Figure 2.4: A three-wave noninterfering superposition (left), which allows for helicity
lattices with a nonzero average helicity (right). The parameters chosen for the helicity plot
are f = p=2, q = p=4 and a1 = a2 =
p
2a3. For these parameters the helicity superposition
has on average a left handed helicity density. By changing the polarisations of the two
counterpropagating waves, one can tune the average helicity of the lattice.
2.3.3 Four waves
For superposing four waves without electric-field interference, one has to cancel a pair of
interference terms against each other. One can take all wavevectors lying in a plane with
their tips on the corners of a rectangle. If one takes two adjacent waves polarised out of the
plane and the other two polarised in plane there is only one nonzero pair of interference
terms. One can then adjust the phases and amplitudes to make this pair of interference
terms cancel. Taking all wavevectors in the xy-plane one has:
j k j E˜ j
1 [cosq ; sinq ; 0] a1[0; 0; 1]
2 [cosq ;  sinq ; 0] a2[0; 0; 1]
3 [ cosq ; sinq ; 0]  a1a

2sgn(cos2q)
a4
pjcos2q j [sinq ; cosq ; 0]
4 [ cosq ; sinq ; 0] a4pjcos2q j [ sinq ; cosq ; 0]
with q any angle between 0 and p2 except
p
4 . The helicity density of this superposition is
zero for q < p4 because both helicity terms cancel. For
p
4 < q <
p
2 the helicity structure
consists of sinusoidal fringes along the x-axis, a pattern that can already be achieved by
superposing two waves [73, 125].
One can also take two waves lying in the xy-plane and polarised in the z-direction and
two waves travelling in the yz-plane polarised in the x-direction. If both pairs of waves
travel at the same relative angle, one can choose the amplitudes and phases such that their
interference terms cancel, yielding:
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Figure 2.5: A four-wave noninterfering superposition with two pairs of cancelling interfer-
ence terms (left) and its helicity structure (right). For the helicity structure shown a1 = a3,
q = p6 and Df = 0. Superchirality is typical for superpositions of this kind and occurs over
broad parameter ranges.
j k j E˜ j
1 [cosq ; sinq ; 0] a1[0; 0; 1]
2 [cosq ;  sinq ; 0] a2[0; 0; 1]
3 [0; sinq ; cosq ]  a1a

2
a4
[1; 0; 0]
4 [0;  sinq ; cosq ] a4[1; 0; 0]
The helicity pattern of this superposition consists again of sinusoidal fringes, but this
superposition allows for a fifth wave to be added whilst still keeping the mean square of the
electric field constant. This five-wave superposition will be treated in the next subsection.
There exists another four-wave superposition which involves the cancellation of two
pairs of interference terms. It is constructed by taking a pair of waves travelling in or-
thogonal directions (we take them symmetric with respect to the z-axis) polarised in the
plane spanned by the wavevectors. Then add a second copy of this pair rotated around the
bisector of the first pair with an additional relative phase of p between them yielding:
j k j E˜ j
1 12
p
2[cosq ; sinq ; 1] a1 12
p
2[ cosq ;  sinq ; 1]
2 12
p
2[ cosq ;  sinq ; 1] a1
a3
a3
eiDf 12
p
2[ cosq ;  sinq ;  1]
3 12
p
2[ cosq ; sinq ; 1] a3 12
p
2[sinq ;  cosq ; 1]
4 12
p
2[cosq ;  sinq ; 1] a3eiDf 12
p
2[ sinq ; cosq ; 1]
The helicity lattice formed by this superposition shows rhombs of positive and negative
helicity arranged in a rectangular lattice, see Fig. 2.5. Superchirality occurs when a1 and
a3 are of comparable magnitude.
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Figure 2.6: An example of a five-wave noninterfering superposition (left) yielding a three
dimensional helicity lattice (right). For the helicity density q = p6 , f =
p
4 , a1 = a2 = a4 = 1
and a5 =
4
p
8
p
cosp=6. The superchiral regions are enclosed by the yellow surfaces. At
about half a wavelength in length they are surprisingly large.
2.3.4 Five waves
The five-wave superposition is the only one we know about with a genuine three-dimensional
helicity structure. It is constructed the following way. Take two plane waves in propagating
the xy-plane polarised in the z-direction. Take two plane waves in the yz-plane propagating
at the same relative angles and polarised in the x-direction. By choosing the amplitudes and
phases of these waves right, one can cancel the interference terms between these waves, as
explained in the previous subsection. Then one can add a fifth wave propagating in the xz-
plane polarised in the y-direction. The parameters of this superposition are the following:
j k j E˜ j
1 [cosq ; sinq ; 0] a1[0; 0; 1]
2 [cosq ;  sinq ; 0] a2[0; 0; 1]
3 [0; sinq ; cosq ]  a1a

2
a4
[1; 0; 0]
4 [0;  sinq ; cosq ] a4[1; 0; 0]
5 [cosf ; 0; sinf ] a5[0; 1; 0]
As one can see in Fig. 2.6, the wavevectors lie on the corners of a (generically skewed)
pyramid. The difference vectors between them form the sides of the pyramid. One can
write all these difference vectors as linear combinations with integer coefficients of only
three of them, choosing two that lie in the base and one connecting the base to the apex.
Therefore the helicity structure of this superposition is generically periodic. For generic
parameters the helicity lattice is monoclinic, with higher lattice symmetries for special
parameters. If one chooses f = p4 _ 5p4 the apex of the pyramid lies directly above the
centre of the base, and the helicity lattice is orthorhombic. If the base of the pyramid is a
square as well the helicity lattice is tetragonal. This is the case for q = arccos 2p
6
.
For the special cases f = 3p2 + arctg(1  cosq) or f = p  arctg(1  cosq) all differ-
ence vectors between the wavevectors lie in the same plane and the helicity structure is
generically aperiodic, like in Fig. 2.7, except if they all are rational linear combinations of
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Figure 2.7: An example of a five wave superposition where all interference terms lie in the
same plane. The helicity lattice is becomes effectively two-dimensional and aperiodic in
one direction, along a line from the upper left to the lower right corner.
Figure 2.8: The same superposition as in Fig. 2.6, but with the direction of the fifth wave
reversed. The helicity lattice is much les pronounced in this case and there is no superchi-
rality present.
only two of them, which happens for cosq=
p
2sin(arctg(1  cosq))2Q. If this condition
is met the helicity structure is a two-dimensional rectangular lattice, although the unit cell
may be very large depending on the precise ratio.
The large number of free parameters this superposition has allows one to construct su-
perchiral helicity lattices with surprisingly pronounced ( 1:4 times the threshold value)
and large (extending about half a wavelength in two directions) superchiral regions. The
most pronounced superchirality is achieved when the fifth wave points in roughly the same
direction as the total momentum of the other four whereas having it point in the oppo-
site direction attenuates the helicity modulations to far below the superchirality threshold,
which can be seen clearly by comparing Figs. 2.6 and 2.8.
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Figure 2.9: The six wave superposition with q = 2p3 (left). This superposition requires
three pairs of interference terms to cancel (red lines in the diagram). For q = 2p3 the
helicity forms a triangular lattice. Two examples are shown, one for a1 = a2 = a3 (centre)
and one for a1 = 12a2 =
1
2a3 (right.)
2.3.5 Six waves
One can superpose six waves by having three cancelling pairs of interference terms. The
superposition is constructed by putting the six wavevectors on the corners of a hexagon.
Three of them are polarised in the plane of the hexagon and three perpendicular to it. In
this setup, the following set of plane waves leads to cancellation of all interference terms
j k j E˜ j
1 [1; 0; 0] a1[0; 0; 1]
2 [cosq ; sinq ; 0] a2[0; 0; 1]
3 [cosq ;  sinq ; 0] a3[0; 0; 1]
4 [ 1; 0; 0]  a

1
pjcos2q j
cosq
[0;  1; 0]
5 [ cosq ;  sinq ; 0] a

2pjcos2q j [sinq ;  cosq ; 0]
6 [ cosq ; sinq ; 0] a

3pjcos2q j [ sinq ;  cosq ; 0]
with q limited to the intervals p4 < q <
p
2 or
p
2 < q <
3p
4 . Because all wavevectors lie
in the same plane, the helicty structure is always two dimensional and with three sets of
intereference terms contributing to the helicity structure (dashed lines in Fig. 2.9), it is not
in general periodic, as one can see in Fig. 2.10. For the helicity structure to be periodic
there have to exist two lattice vectors that have all k j   kl contributing to the helicity
structure as linear combinations with integer coefficients. This condition is equivalent to all
k j kl being linear combinations with rational coefficients of two k j kl and is satisfied
if jcosq j=(1  jcosq j) 2 Q. There exist an infinite number of angles that satisfy this
condition, yielding an infinite number of different lattices, with unit cells being allowed to
become arbitrarily large. In Fig. 2.11 one can see some examples of more complex helicity
lattices.
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Figure 2.10: The six-
wave superposition for
q = 2p3   0:005 and
a1 = a2 = a3. For this
angle the helicity pat-
tern is aperiodic in the
x-direction. the period-
icity in the y-direction
is preserved. The size
of this plot is 16 16
wavelegths.
Figure 2.11: A six wave helicity lattice with q = arccos  35 and a1 = a2 = a3 (left) and
with q = arccos  25 and a1 = a2 = a3 (right). The size of these plots is 88 wavelengths.
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2.4 The effects of small deviations from the exact param-
eters
Although the superpositions from the previous section have some parametric freedom left,
the homogeneity of E˜  E˜ depends on the fine-tuning of at least some parameters. These
parameters can be any of the parameters that specify a plane wave: amplitude, phase, polar-
isation or and propagation direction. In adition we assumed our light waves were perfectly
coherent, which is not a realistic assumption. In this section we study the effects of imper-
fections of each of these properties. Amplitude, phase and polarisation errors affect small
lattices as well as big ones and can be treated in a unified picture. The effects of misalign-
ment in the propagation direction of the waves can be mitigated if the helicity lattice is of
sufficiently small size and will be treated in the next subsection. The effect of limited tem-
porally and spatially coherent waves can be mitigated if the helicity is sufficiently small
too and will be trated in the last subsection.
2.4.1 Deviations in amplitude, phase and polarisation.
Deviations in the amplitudes, phases and polarisations of the waves constituting a nonin-
terfering superposition from their optimal values can be treated by writing the total electric
field in the following way
E˜=
n
å
j=1
(E˜ j+d E˜ j)eik j x with d E˜ j k j = 0: (2.5)
The different components of d E˜ j represent the different parameters. The component par-
allel to and with the same complex phase as E˜ j causes a deviation in the amplitude, the
component parallel and p2 out of phase represents phase deviations, the component per-
pendicular to and with the same complex phase as E˜ j represents errors in the polarisation
direction and the perpendicular component p2 out of phase represents deviations in the el-
lipticity. Each of these components can cause residual interference in E˜  E˜ at first order
in d E˜. In general, the residual interference has the form:
d Ik6=0 =
1
4
n
å
j 6=l
(d E˜j  E˜l+ E˜j d E˜l)ei(kl k j)x+O(d E˜2): (2.6)
As a measure of the quality of the superpositions we take the combined magnitude of all
residual interference terms normalised by the homogeneous background field strength:
ånj 6=l d E˜

j  E˜l+ E˜j d E˜l
ånj=1 E˜j  E˜ j
=
(n 1)hjd E˜j  E˜l ji jl
hE˜j  E˜ ji j
: (2.7)
Here hi j denotes averaging over all waves and hi jl denotes averaging over all pairs of
different waves. The expectation value of jd E˜ jj is assumed to be independent of its orien-
tation. That is, all parameters have equally big errors. If this is not the case, one can set
the errors in all parameters equal to the least well controlled one as a worst-case estimate.
Then, as a worst-case estimate one has hjd E˜j  E˜l jil j  hjd E˜ jji jhjE˜l jil 12p
R 2p
0 cosqdq =
hjd E˜ jji jhjE˜l jil 2p giving an estimate for the residual interference of
2(n 1)hjd E˜ jji jhjE˜l jil
phE˜j  E˜ ji j
: (2.8)
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From this equation one can see that the residual inhomogeneity of the helicity density is
linear in polarisation, phase and polarisation errors and that superpositions of many waves
are expected to have relatively larger helicity density inhomogeneities.
2.4.2 Deviations in the propagation direction
Deviations in the propagation direction can be described by replacing k j with k j + dk j
where k j dk j = 0 to keep the frequency fixed. The effects of such deviations are twofold.
First, if dk j has a component parallel to E˜, the light’s polarisation must rotate accordingly
to preserve transversality, introducing a change in the electric field of d E˜ j =
E˜ j dk j
jk j j . Sec-
ond, a pair of supposedly cancelling interference terms do not cancel exactly anymore,
leading to a beating pattern in the field strength. Around the nodes the root mean square of
the electric field is relatively homogeneous and one can have a finite size low-interference
region of size L if
dk j <
Amax
LAint
; (2.9)
with Amax the maximal tolerable amplitude of E˜  E˜-fluctuations and Aint the amplitude of
a single interference term.
2.4.3 Partially coherent light
In order to treat partial coherence, we will make some simplifying assumptions. We as-
sume that all superposed waves originate from the same parent wave. Once separated, each
individual wave has its polarisation changed and its amplitude reduced to the required am-
plitude and its phase shifted by the required amount. Then we assume that all waves have
traversed the same optical path length in the origin of our coordinate system, where they
are also perfectly spatially coherent. If one superposes more than two waves, there is
generically not one point which satisfies these conditions for all waves, but it is a useful as-
sumption for illustrating the effects of partial coherence. Any neglected errors in traversed
optical paths and spatial alignment will result in further attenuations of the helicity pattern,
as will any decoherence that the waves obtain after being split off. We will furthermore
illustrate the effects of partial coherence with (for a laser) exaggeratedly short coherence
lengths to make the effects more visible.
Using these assumptions, a single temporal and a single spatial autocorrelation func-
tion, g(1)t (t) and g
(1)
s (r) suffice to describe the effects of partial coherence on the lattice.
Details and derivations of these functions are given in appendix A. We will use autocorrela-
tion functions with only a few phenomenological parameters: g(1)t (t) = e iw0t 
dw2t2
2  Gcjtj
and g(1)s (r) = e kjrj.
Partial coherence affects helicity interference in the same way it affects the normal
electric field interference. It attenuates the interference fringes proportionally to the ab-
solute value of the autocorrelation function. For our helicity lattices, we need to consider
the effect of partial coherence on each helicity interference term separately before adding
them together. The interference fringes will be attenuated differently in different direc-
tions. Along the direction k jkl , our simplified model predicts no attenuation of the he-
licity fringes. If one takes two waves with wave vectors k j and kl , then along the direction
k j kl the difference in the travelled optical paths changes and the temporal autocorrela-
tion function determines the amplitude of the helicity fringes which become proportional
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Figure 2.12: a) A six wave helicity lattice with perfectly coherent plane waves. b) Tem-
porally incoherent waves due to collision broadening with a coherence length of eight
wavelengths (Gc = 1=16p). c) Spatially incoherent waves with a coherence length of eight
wavelengths (k = 1=16p). d) The effects of b) and c) combined. In spite of choosing
parameters such as to make the temporal and spatial autocorrelation functions as similar
as possible, temporal and spatial partial coherence still yield different helicity structures,
as can be seen by comparing b) and c). Interestingly, combining both effects with the
same coherence length removes all deformation from the helicity lattice, leaving only the
attenuation of the helicity maxima and -minima, as can be seen in d).
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to g(1)t ((k j   kl)  x=w). Along the direction k j + kl the difference in travelled optical
path lengths between the two waves remains constant, but due to the opposite components
of k j and kl perpendicular to this direction, the wave fronts get shifted relative to each
other and the spatial autocorrelation function will determine the attenuation of the helicity
fringes. The attenuation of the helicity fringes is different in this direction, not only be-
cause of a different autocorrelation function, but also because the distance over which the
waves shift parallel to their wavefronts is computed differently. We have a proportional-
ity (appendix A) to g(1)s

2
q
1
2   12 cos(k1 k2=c2w2)x  (k1+k2)=jk1+k2j

. With these
attenuations of a single helicity interference term, one can construct helicity lattices of su-
perpositions of many waves. A six wave example is given in Fig 2.12. Both temporal and
spatial partial coherence cause an attenuation of the helicity maxima and -minima, but on
top of that they distort the helicity lattice because they do not attenuate equally strong in
all directions.
2.5 Recording helicity patterns with liquid crystals
A inhomogeneous helicity pattern cannot be recorded on a regular photographic film or
CCD, since these are only sensitive to the root-mean-square electric field strength. For
recording an image of one of the helicity lattices we presented, one would need a kind of
helicity sensitive film.
Over the past twenty years a rich variety of liquid crystal polymers were discovered
that become chiral under illumination with circularly polarised light [130–138]. The lit-
erature on the topic is far too broad to be covered here in full, but it suffices to note that
the compounds that show this behaviour are either polymers with long light-absorbing side
chains that twist themselves into helices under illumination [130–132, 134, 136] or pro-
peller shaped molecules that can stack themselves in either a left- or a right-handed helix
[135, 137, 138]. The permanence of the induced chirality varies a lot betwen compounds.
Some have their chirality erased by illumination with the opposite polarisation [132, 134]
or by heating [135], others can have their chirality fixated [138]. Light intensities used to
achieve this chirality are on the order of tens or hundreds of miliwatt per square centimetre
and illumination takes up to an hour [132, 134, 138]. Several applications for these com-
pounds have been tested, such as an optical polarisation switch [139] and chiral second
harmonic generation [137]. So far, these compounds were only used in combination with
homogeneously polarised light. Helicity lattices can imprint an inhomogeneous chirality
into a polymer film, making it possible to either use the polymer as ‘chiral’ film to record
the helicity structure of the light or using the light to write helicity-sensitive optical com-
ponents into a polymer film. For example, the helicity patterns from Fig. 2.11 can serve as
arrays of chiral waveguides that guide light of one helicity only. The kind of polymer one
would want for imprinting chiral structures is one that can chirally assemble under expo-
sure with a helicity lattice and then have its supramolecular structure fixated by a process
that works equally well on both enantiomers, yielding an imprint that remains stable at
high temperatures and light intensities.
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2.6 Some remarks on the mathematics of noninterfering
superpositions
I have shown superpositions with homogeneous mean squared electric field of up to six
plane waves. We do not know if there is an upper bound to the number of plane waves that
can be superposed in this way, but we suspect there is, because the number of interference
terms increases faster than the number of free parameters available.
For every superposition of four or more plane waves shown either E˜  E˜ or H˜  H˜ is
inhomogeneous. We believe there cannot exist a superposition of four or more plane waves
with both of them homogeneous but this conjecture is unproven. Similarly the conjecture
that when superposing three or more waves either E˜  E˜, H˜ H˜ or E˜ H˜ is inhomogeneous
is unproven, alghough we suspect this to be the case as well.
Every noninterfering superposition of four or more waves we know about has all light
waves linearly polarised and introducing elliptically polarised waves in any of them will
lead to interference. This made me believe that all waves being linearly polarised is a
requirement for every noninterfering superposition of three or more waves.
As far as we know, none of the above problems have been formulated before.
2.7 Conclusion
The examples given in this chapter show that superpositions of more than three plane
waves with a homogeneous root-mean-square electric field can exist and that therere exists
a large variety of them. Apart from being an optics curiosity, noninterfering superpositions
of more than three waves raise new mathematical challenges and provide new ways to
probe and manipulate chiral matter. There is a large variety of possible helicity patterns,
of which we only have shown a sample. For all helicity lattices the lattice spacing scales
with the wavelength of the light and there is no size limit other than the technical ability
to superpose multiple coherent beams of light at the desired wavelength. One can imagine
X-ray helicity lattices with unit cells the size of atoms or radio wave lattices with unit cells
bigger than a house.
The commonness of ‘bright region’ superchirality among noninterfering superpositions
is surprising. We expect that it can occur as well if E˜  E˜ is inhomogeneous.
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A note on units and conventions
The next two chapters wil concern the dynamics of electrons in a homogeneous magnetic
field using analytical solutions of the Dirac equation.
We will use the following conventions: diag(+      ) as our metric signature, ener-
gies are expressed in in eV, c= h¯= 1, e0 = m0 = 14p . These conventions imply jej=
p
a 
1=
p
137. We will use the standard representation for the Dirac matrices
g0 =

I 0
0  I

; ~g =

0 ~s
 ~s 0

(2.10)
and use slashes to denote contractions with Dirac matrices. We designate spins and angular
momenta pointing in the direction of the magnetic field lines as positive and spins and an-
gular momenta pointing against the magnetic field lines as negative. As results for different
magnetic field strengths are often related by a simple scaling law we will use will use the
rescaled radial coordinate r˜ =
p
Bjej=2r, or in cartesian coordinates x˜ =pjejB=2x; y˜ =pjejB=2y to simplify our expressions. At a field strength of one Tesla r˜ = 1 corresponds
to 36 nanometre.
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Chapter 3
Nonuniform currents and spins of
relativistic electron vortices in a
magnetic field
3.1 Introduction
All matter is quantum mechanically described by a wave function which obeys a partial
differential equation similar to a wave equation. Therefore the same effects that are known
to occur for light or sound waves can be seen as well for any type of matter, albeit with
more effort. A well known example is interference which has been shown to occur for
electrons [140, 141], neutrons, [142–144], atoms [145] molecules [127, 146], even fairly
large molecules [128], and Bose-Einstein condensates containing millions of atoms [147].
In some experiments the buildup of the interference pattern could be recorded, showing
that the particles of matter have a very small size compared to the spatial extent of their
wave functions [148–151].
Vortex beams similarly appear for different sorts of matter. Vortex beams made from
different kinds of matter have different properties, but certain features appear in all of
them. These ‘vortex beam’ features are a cylindrically symmetric wave function with a well
defined quantised angular momentum of lh¯ per particle along the symmetry axis (beam
axis) stemming from an eilj azimuthal phase factor in the wave function. Furthermore the
wave function is zero in the centre of the beam implying a zero probability density for
finding particles there (a dark spot). The size of this dark spot becomes larger and its edges
become sharper with higher jlj. Neutron vortex beams do exist [152], but our main interest
here are electrons.
An illustrative analogue of a vortex beam in terms of classical trajectories is a family of
free particle trajectories (straight lines) which are all tilted relative to the beam axis, thus
providing the angular momentum. For a charged particle in a magnetic field the classical
trajectories are not straight lines, but spirals around the magnetic field lines. thus an elec-
tron vortex beam travelling along the magnetic field lines can be, using the same analogue,
viewed a a collection of classical spiralling trajectories. The problem with this analogy is
that the Lorentz force allows a classical particle to spiral in only one direction. When look-
ing against the direction of the magnetic field lines, a negatively charged particle always
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Figure 3.1: A free vortex
beam can be pictured as a
collection of classical tra-
jectories which are tilted
with respect to the beam
axis.
spirals counterclockwise and a positively charged particle always spirals clockwise. Yet if
one solves the Schro¨dinger equation one finds electron vortex beams in a magnetic field
with orbital quantum numbers l of both signs suggesting that electrons can spiral in both
directions [153]. A closer inspection of the electron current in the negative l vortex beams
reveals that it is counterclockwise on the outside of the beam, as dictated by the Lorentz
force law, but clockwise on the inside. One can say that the counterclockwise spiralling
outer current shields the interior of the beam, enabling the clockwise spiralling in spite
of the external magnetic field. But this current distribution persists for arbitrarily weak
beam intensities for which the currents are too small to shield off the external magnetic
field. Thus the negative l vortex beams in a magnetic field should be viewed as a wave
mechanics phenomenon with no particle trajectory analogue.
Electron beams from a transmission electron microscope are not spin polarized and
can be theoretically treated with the scalar Schro¨dinger equation form most vortex based
electron microscopy techniques [43, 45, 48, 49, 61, 62] and many not microscopy-related
processes [57, 154, 155]. There are, however, scattering processes where the spin cannot
be neglected [58, 59], and even when spin polarised electron vortex beams are not experi-
mentally feasible, assuming they can exist and studying the influence of the spin and orbital
degrees of freedom on each other can give new insights in the inner dynamics of electron
vortex beams [156–159].
The main topic of this chapter is the electron travelling through a magnetic field. The
magnetic field breaks time reversal symmetry, causing the profile of an electron beam
travelling along the field lines to rotate counterclockwise, looking against the field lines
[153, 160–163], an effect that can be replicated for light only with much more difficulty
[164, 165]. The magnetic field also acts as a guide for electron beams, keeping their widths
constant as they travel [153, 160–163]. The main motivation for this chapter is the strong
interaction between the electron’s spin and the magnetic field, which thus far has been
ignored for electron vortex beams.
We analytically solve the Dirac equation for an electron in a homogeneous magnetic
field, a problem first considered by Rabi [64], who found an incomplete set of solutions,
and studied in more detail by Landau [65, 166]. The interaction with the magnetic field
confines the beam and gives rise to a set of discrete energy levels (Landau levels) [65, 153].
On top of that the Zeeman effect shifts the energy of the spin up and -down states relative
to each other. The quantised Landau and Zeeman contributions to the energy determine
which states undergo spin-orbit mixing with each other and completely forbid spin-orbit
mixing for some of them. The inclusion of spin also leads to a (for some states large)
redistribution of the azimuthal current within the beam, revealing a pattern of concentric
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Figure 3.2: a) An electron vortex beam travelling along the magnetic field lines (green) can
be intuitively understood as a particle performing a spiral motion (black curves). For an
electron spiralling counterclockwise when looking against the field lines, this description
makes intuitive sense. But electron vortex beams with the opposite angular momentum
quantum number can exist in a magnetic field too and these require a more sophisticated
picture to describe them, as shown in b). although their beam profiles look the same,
the opposite angular momentum beam has a more complicated current structure with the
current spiralling counterclockwise on the outside of the beam, but clockwise on the inside.
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rings of clockwise and counterclockwise rotating current.
By introducing an electric quadrupole field to the homogeneous magnetic field, one
obtains the field configuration of a Penning trap [167]. Penning traps are used for storing
a single charged particle for a long time for high precision spectroscopy, a method that
yielded, among others, the most accurate measurement of the electron’s anomalous mag-
netic moment [168]. The Penning trap configuration is not exactly solvable for relativistic
electrons, because along the magnetic field direction, the electrons experience a harmonic
oscillator potential. The harmonic oscillator is nonrelativistically exactly solvable, but not
relativistically. It would certainly interesting to extend our findings to the Penning trap
configuration using the nonrelativistic Pauli equation or through a suitable approximation
within the relativistic formalism, but for this chapter, which focuses on exact relativistic
solutions, the Penning trap configuration is not included.
3.2 Electron beams in amagnetic field and their spin-orbit
structure
A magnetic field can be incorporated in the Dirac equation using the gauge covariant mo-
mentum operator Pm = pm   eAm = i¶m   eAm , with Am the vector potential and e the elec-
tron charge. Choosing the magnetic field in the positive z-direction we take the vector
potential Am = 12B(0; y;x;0), with B the magnitude of the magnetic field. Using cylin-
drical coordinates and first solving the ‘squared’ Dirac equation (P+me)(P me)Y = 0,
we assume a solution of the form Y = ei(pz Et+lf)y(r˜)u, with E the total energy and u a
constant bispinor to obtain for the radial and spin components
Bjej
2

1
r˜
¶r˜ r˜¶r˜  l
2
r˜2
 2l  r˜2 2Sz

y(r˜)u= (E2L+E2Z)y(r˜)u; (3.1)
with Si = diag(sˆi; sˆi), and sˆi the Pauli matrices. The interaction energy of the electrons
spin magnetic moment is E2Z = 2szBjej(=Zeeman energy, sz =  12 ). Here EL is the sum
of the electrons orbital kinetic energy and the interaction energy of the orbital magnetic
moment (Landau energy). An important field strength for this problem is the field where
Bjej = m2. This is the critical field strength where the Zeeman splitting becomes equal to
the rest mass. Reinserting the factors of h¯ and c gives for the critical field Bc =m2c2=jejh¯=
4:4 109 T. The radial differential equation has the well-known solution [65, 153]
y(r˜) = Lgln(r˜); E
2
L = Bjej(2n+ l+ jlj+1) (3.2)
with Lg(r˜) the radial part of the Laguerre-Gauß function: Lgln(r˜) = r˜
jljLjljn (r˜2)e 
r˜2
2 , with
Ljljn an associated Laguerre polynomial. With this radial solution, the full solution of
the squared Dirac equation can be written using a Laguerre-Gauß function, LGln(r˜;f) =
eilfLgln(r˜). The full solution is
Y= ei(pz Et)LGln(r˜;f)
0BB@
2664
1
0
0
0
3775_
2664
0
1
0
0
3775
1CCA ;
E=
q
m2e+ k2+E2L+E
2
Z
=
p
m2e+ k2+Bjej(2n+ l+ jlj+2s +1)
=
p
m2e+ k2+2BjejN
N n+ 12 (l+ jlj)+s + 12
:
(3.3)
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For negative orbital angular momentum E2L is independent of l because the kinetic and
magnetic contributions cancel. These solutions are nondiffracting Laguerre-Gauß beams,
with p the radial quantum number indicating how many rings surround the central spot
or ring. The solutions of the squared Dirac equation describe superpositions of positive
and negative energy states. To project out the positive energy states one appliesP+m to
the solutions of the squared Dirac equation. The exact solutions of the first order Dirac
equation can be obtained by applyingP+me to the solutions of the squared Dirac equation
using
(P+m)
2664
1
0
0
0
3775=
26664
i¶t +me
0
 i¶zq
jejB
2 ( i¶x˜ ¶y˜  (ix˜+ y˜))
37775 ;
(P+me)
2664
0
1
0
0
3775=
26664
0
i¶t +mq
jejB
2 ( i¶x˜ ¶y˜  (ix˜+ y˜))
 i¶z
37775 : (3.4)
The de derivatives with respect to t and z are easy to compute and give resp. E and p. The
components
pjejB=2( i¶x˜+¶y˜+(ix˜  y˜)) andpjejB=2( i¶x˜ ¶y˜  (ix˜+ y˜)) give rise to
the spin-orbit mixing terms, whose explicit computation is rather lengthy. The following
three identities will be of use
(¶x˜ i¶y˜)r˜n = nr˜n 1eif ;
(¶x˜ i¶y˜)r˜jnjeijnjf = 0; (3.5)
(¶x˜ i¶y˜)r˜jnjeijnjf = 2jnjr˜jnj 1ei(jnj 1)f :
The form of the spin-orbit term depends on the signs of the spin and orbital angular mo-
mentum (OAM). We thus have to compute four different expressions for each of the four
combinations of spin up and -down and positive and negative OAM.
For spin up and OAM positive, one has (using eqs. (B.15) and (B.17))
p
jejB=2( i¶x˜+¶y˜+(ix˜  y˜))ei(pz Et)LGln(r˜;f) =
i
p
2jejB

ei(pz Et+(l+1)f)r˜jlj+1e 
r˜2
2

Ljljn (r˜2) L0jljn (r˜2)

= i
p
2jejBei(pz Et)LGl+1n (r˜;f): (3.6)
Now for positive OAM and spin down, the spin-orbit term is (using eqs. (B.17) and (B.24))
p
jejB=2( i¶x˜ ¶y˜  (ix˜+ y˜))ei(pz Et)LGln(r˜;f) =
i
p
2Bjejei(pz Et+(l 1)f)r˜l 1e  r˜
2
2

 lLjljn (r˜2)  r˜2L0jljn (r˜2)

= i
p
2Bjej(n+ jlj)ei(pz Et)LGl 1n (r˜;f): (3.7)
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For negative OAM and spin up, one has (using eqs. (B.23) and 9B.24))p
jejB=2( i¶x˜+¶y˜+(ix˜  y˜))ei(pz Et)LGln(r˜;f) =
i
p
2jejBei(pz Et+(l+1)f)r˜jlj 1e  r˜
2
2

r˜2Ljljn (r˜2) jljLjljn (r˜2)  r˜2L0jljn (r˜2)

= i
p
2Bjej(n+1)ei(pz Et)LGl+1n+1(r˜;f): (3.8)
The case of negative orbital angular momentum and spin is simple, one has (using eq. (B.15))
p
jejB=2( i¶x˜ ¶y˜  (ix˜+ y˜))ei(pz Et)LGln(r˜;f) = i
p
2jejBei(pz Et)LGl 1n 1(r˜;f): (3.9)
Substituting these answers back into eq. (3.4) yields the physical solutions
Y= ei(pz Et)
0BB@LGln(r˜;f)
2664
me+E
0
p
0
3775+ iLGl+1n (r˜;f)
2664
0
0
0p
2Bjej
3775
1CCA ;
spin> 0, OAM 0; (3.10)
Y= ei(pz Et)
0BB@LGln(r˜;f)
2664
0
me+E
0
 p
3775  i(n+ l)e ifLGl 1n (r˜;f)
2664
0
0p
2Bjej
0
3775
1CCA ;
spin< 0, OAM> 0;
Y= ei(pz Et)
0BB@LGln(r˜;f)
2664
me+E
0
p
0
3775  i(n+1)LGl+1n+1(r˜;f)
2664
0
0
0p
2Bjej
3775
1CCA ;
spin> 0, OAM< 0;
Y= ei(pz Et)
0BB@LGln(r˜;f)
2664
0
me+E
0
 p
3775+ iLGl 1n 1(r˜;f)
2664
0
0p
2Bjej
0
3775
1CCA ;
spin< 0, OAM 0;
Whenever we derive an expression which is different for these four solutions, we put the
corresponding expressions in the same order. The second term in the brackets is the spin-
orbit mixing term, which appears because orbital angular momentum is not a good quan-
tum number [66].
Of particular interest is the last expression (negative spin and orbital angular momen-
tum). Rewriting Ll+1n 1 =  L0ln (eq. (B.15)), one sees that the spin-orbit term is zero for
n= 0. The lack of spin-orbit mixing for these states stems from all states having a well de-
fined angular momentum and squared energy. The Zeeman effect shifts the squared energy
upwards by E2Z = Bjej for the states with spin up and downwards by the same amount for
the states with spin down. The Landau quantization generates a squared energy ladder with
level spacing DE2L = 2Bjej, twice the Zeeman shift. So the spin up states are shifted up-
ward one level compared to the spin down states (FIG. 3.3) and for the lowest lying states
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Figure 3.3: The energy levels for a fixed value of k sorted by their total angular momentum.
The states with spin up (red) have one quantum of squared energy more than the states with
spin down (blue). Thus the ground states are not degenerate with any opposite spin states
and cannot spin-orbit mix as indicated by the arrows.
with spin down there is no spin up state with equal squared energy they can spin-orbit mix
with. Without the spin-orbit mixing term, the wave function factorizes into a product state
of a constant bispinor and a scalar function. Typically, both for light and electrons, such
a simple separation in a spin part and a spatial part is not possible, making these negative
angular momentum p= 0 states quite special. This clean separation of spin and orbital an-
gular momentum also makes the ground states perfectly spin polarized, a condition which
otherwise has only been achieved with a more complicated combination of magnetic and
electric fields [169, 170] high loss of beam intensity [63] or extremely high laser intensities
[171, 172].
3.3 Detailed analysis of the current structure
The detailed charge flow within the beam can be computed using the four current jm =
Y†g0gmY. Integrating its zeroth component over the entire transverse plane gives a useful
normalization factor. Using eq. (B.26) and rdr= 2Bjej r˜dr˜, the integrated probability density
is evaluated to be resp.
R
j0 =
2p
Bjej
(l+n)!
n!
 
m2e+E
2+2meE+ k2+2Bjej(jlj+n+1)

;
R
j0 =
2p
Bjej
(l+n)!
n!
 
m2e+E
2+2meE+ k2+2Bjej(jlj+n)

;
R
j0 =
2p
Bjej
(l+n)!
n!
 
m2e+E
2+2meE+ k2+2Bjej(n+1)

; (3.11)
R
j0 =
2p
Bjej
(l+n)!
n!
 
m2e+E
2+2meE+ k2+2Bjejn

:
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The last term in the brackets is in each case E2L+E
2
Z . Using E=
q
m2e+ k2+E2L+E
2
Z , the
integrated probability density can in each case be written as
R
j0 = (4p=Bjej)E(E+me)(l+
n)!=n!.
The current in the z-direction is
jz = 2p(me+E)LGln(r˜
2)LGln

(r˜2): (3.12)
The spin-orbit term is completely absent from this expression, something which applies
to beam-like solutions of the Dirac equation in general. Spin-orbit mixing has been an
important motivation for treating electron vortex beams relativistically in the absence of
external fields [156] and it is an important motivation for our work, too. Unfortunately
most detectors measure the electron beam current through an aperture perpendicular to the
beam axis and not the local electron density and they therefore cannot detect spin-orbit
effects. In addition, for any realistic electron beam, spin-orbit effects will be very small.
Starting from a solution of the squared Dirac equation, y , one can find that the magnitude
of the spin-orbit term is
((Px iPy)y)(Px iPy)y=
R
j0  hP2x +P2y  eBzi=E(E+me): (3.13)
this expression becomes only nonnegligible for magnetic fields on the order of the critical
field (4:4 109 T) or transverse momenta on the order of the reciprocal Compton wavelength
of the electron. Such high transverse momenta would imply a beam focused down to a
width on the order of the Compton wavelength (386 fm), which requires impractically
strong focusing of high energy electron beams. The total current in the z-direction through
the transverse plane is R
jz =
R
j0
p
E
;
so the electrons have the same speed as particles with mass
q
m2+E2L+E
2
Z .
For the transverse current components one can transform the Dirac matrices into
gr =cosfgx+ sinfgy =
2664
0 0 0 e if
0 0 eif 0
0  e if 0 0
 eif 0 0 0
3775 ;
gf =  sinfgx+ cosfgy =
2664
0 0 0  ie if
0 0 ieif 0
0 ie if 0 0
 ieif 0 0 0
3775 : (3.14)
The radial component is always zero. For the azimuthal component one can compute:
jf =2
p
2Bjej(E+me)Lgln(r˜)Lgl+1n (r˜);
jf =2
p
2Bjej(E+me)(n+ l)Lgln(r˜)Lgl 1n (r˜);
jf = 2
p
2Bjej(E+me)(n+1)Lgln(r˜)Lgl+1n+1(r˜); (3.15)
jf = 2
p
2Bjej(E+me)Lgln(r˜)Lgl 1n 1(r˜):
These expressions are quite different from the azimuthal currents for scalar vortex beams
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Figure 3.4: jf For spin up (red), spin down (blue) and a spin 0 beam for comparison
(dashed) for l = 2;n = 3 (a), l =  2;= 3 (b), l = 2;n = 0 (c) and l =  2;n = 0 (d). The
spin part of the current gives rise to a series of dips where the current flows in the opposite
direction, which are absent when spin is neglected. For negative l, the azimuthal current is
negative near the centre but positive on the outside due to the interaction with the magnetic
field. The most striking difference from a spin 0 vortex beam occurs for negative l and
n = 0 where negative spin is a Landau-Zeeman ground state and the azimuthal current is
exactly zero everywhere.
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Figure 3.5: The regions of negative(=clockwise) azimuthal electron current marked for the
n = 3, l = 2 state (a) and n = 3, l =  2 (b), n = 0, l = 2 (c) and n = 0, l =  2 for spin
down (left side, in blue) and -up (right side, in red) superposed on the beam profiles for a
magnetic field of 1 Tesla. The negative currents occur on the inner side of the dark fringes
for spin up and on the outer side for spin down. Visible rearrangement of the electron
density due to spin-orbit mixing only appears around the critical field of 4:4 109 T.
in a magnetic field [153], because the spin contribution is included in them as well [173].
As can be seen in Fig. 3.4 the inclusion of the spin current reveals complicated patterns of
flows and counterflows, which are absent if spin is neglected. These keep their shape even
for magnetic field strengths at which there is no appreciable spin-orbit induced change in
the beam profile (Fig. 3.5).
By integrating the azimuthal current, one obtains an average tangential speed of the
electron. This integration is, unfortunately, difficult to perform in general. We will only
consider the case n = 0; l  0. In this case, the azimuthalcurrent is clockwise everywhere
(see Fig. 3.4 c). Thus these states most resemble a classical electric charge moving in a
closed circle at a well-defined speed. In this case we find (upper sign for spin up, the s
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will only appear in intermediate steps)
Z
jfdA=
4p(E+me)
Bjej
p
2Bjej
Z ¥
0
r˜2l+11e r˜
2
dr˜
=
4p(E+me)
Bjej
p
pBjejl 12 12 2 l  12 12 (2l1)!! (3.16)
Dividing this by
R
j0 we find the expectation value of the tangential speed and correspond-
ing momentum.
hvf i=
p
2pBjej
E
2 l 
1
2 12 (2l1)!!
(l  12  12 )!
; hpf i=
p
2pBjej2
 l  12 12 (2l1)!!
(l  12  12 )!
(3.17)
These expressions can be rewritten using the principal quantum number N, which is l =
1
2  12 in our case, instead of the orbital quantum number l and making use of the Euler-
gamma functions of integer and half-integer numbers, G(N + 1) = N! and G(N + 12 ) =p
p2 N(2N 1)!!.
hvf i=
p
2Bjej
E
G(N+ 12 )
G(N)
; hpf i=
p
2BjejG(N+
1
2 )
G(N)
(3.18)
3.4 Nonuniform spin
As a consequence of spin-orbit mixing the spin polarization of an electron becomes nonuni-
form, similar to the nonuniform spin appearing in structured light [174–178], which is used
for direction sensitive optical switching [179–189]. Its existence can be inferred decom-
posing the probability current in a spin and an orbital part [173, 190] and comparing the z-
components of the orbital part and the total current, finding that Re(YPz=mY) 6=Yg0gzY.
The difference has to be made up for by a spin current Ñ~s caused by a spin component
perpendicular to zˆ. Using
Sr = cosfSx+ sinfSy =
2664
0 e if 0 0
eif 0 0 0
0 0 0 e if
0 0 eif 0
3775 ;
Sf = sinfSx+ cosfSy =
2664
0  ie if 0 0
ieif 0 0 0
0 0 0  ie if
0 0 ieif 0
3775 ; (3.19)
it can be shown that the radial spin is zero and the azimuthal spin is  12 p=(E+m) jf ,
where the sign is given by the sign of the total spin in the z-direction. The ground states’
spin polarization is uniform because their spin-orbit mixing is zero. This in contrast to
structured light, where the nonuniformity inevitably appears in any finite width beam.
The difference between a uniformly and a nonuniformly spin polarized state is that for
a uniformly polarized state one can always choose a direction along which a spin measure-
ment will certainly give the outcome spin up whereas this is impossible for a nonuniformly
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polarized state, because spin and spatial degrees of freedom are entangled. For our elec-
tron beams this entanglement can be shown by taking their density matrices and tracing
out everything except the spin. The remaining mixed spin state is for spin up
rs =
((me+E)2+ k2)j "ih" j+(E2L+E2Z)j #ih# j
2E(E+me)
(3.20)
and the same with the spins interchanged for spin down, showing that one cannot separate
the spin and orbital degrees of freedom.
3.5 The kinetic angular momentum operator
With our choice of gauge, the exact solutions of the Dirac equation are eigenfunctions
of the canonical angular momentum operator (Jˆz =  i¶f + 12Sz) with eigenvalues l 12 .
The canonical momentum is not gauge invariant but can be made so by the usual minimal
substitution, yielding the kinetic angular momentum operator: Jˆz =  i¶f   erAf + 12Sz.
This operator does not have any stationary solution of the Dirac equation or the ‘squared’
Dirac equation as its eigenstate, as can be verified by applying it to any (linear com-
bination of degenerate) basis state. Its expectation value can be computed by addingR
Y†jejrAfY=
R
Y†Y =
R
Y†r˜2Y=
R
Y†Y to the canonical angular momentum. For the
four different combinations of positive and negative orbital angular momentum and spinR
Y†r˜2Y can be shown to be resp.
Z
Y†r˜2Y=
4p
Bjej
Z ¥
0
 
(E+me)2+ p2

r˜2jlj+2Ljljn
2
(r˜2)e r˜
2
+2Bjejr˜2jlj+4Ljlj+1n
2
(r˜2)e r˜
2
r˜dr˜;Z
Y†r˜2Y=
4p
Bjej
Z ¥
0
 
(E+me)2+ p2

r˜2jlj+2Ljljn
2
(r˜2)e r˜
2
+2Bjej(n+ jlj)2r˜2jljLjlj 1n
2
(r˜2)e r˜
2
r˜dr˜;Z
Y†r˜2Y=
4p
Bjej
Z ¥
0
 
(E+me)2+ p2

r˜2jlj+2Ljljn
2
(r˜2)e r˜
2
+2Bjej(n+1)2r˜2jljLjlj 1n+1
2
(r˜2)e r˜
2
r˜dr˜;Z
Y†r˜2Y= (3.21)
4p
Bjej
Z ¥
0
 
(E+me)2+ p2

r˜2jlj+2Ljljn
2
(r˜2)e r˜
2
+2Bjejr˜2jlj+4Ljlj+1n 1
2
(r˜2)e r˜
2
r˜dr˜:
Using eqs (B.12), (B.13) and (B.17), one can derive the identity
Z ¥
0
xjlj+1Ljljn
2
(x)e xdx=
(jlj+n+1)!
n!
+
(jlj+n)!
(n 1)! =
(jlj+n)!
n!
(2n+ jlj+1); (3.22)
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which can be used to evaluate these integrals and obtainZ
Y†r˜2Y=
2p
Bjej
(jlj+n)!
n!
  
(E+me)2+ p2

(2n+ l+1)+2Bjej(n+ jlj+1)(2n+ jlj+2) ;Z
Y†r˜2Y=
2p
Bjej
(jlj+n)!
n!
  
(E+me)2+ p2

(2n+ l+1)+2Bjej(n+ jlj)(2n+ jlj) ;Z
Y†r˜2Y=
2p
Bjej
(jlj+n)!
n!
  
(E+me)2+ p2

(2n+ l+1)+2Bjej(n+1)(2n+ jlj+2) ;Z
Y†r˜2Y=
2p
Bjej
(jlj+n)!
n!
  
(E+me)2+ p2

(2n+ l+1)+2Bjejn(2n+ jlj) : (3.23)
By noting that the last term is always proportional to E2L+E
2
Z and rearranging one getsZ
Y†r˜2Y=
2p
Bjej
(jlj+n)!
n!
 
2E(E+me)(2n+ jlj+1)+E2L+E2Z

;Z
Y†r˜2Y=
2p
Bjej
(jlj+n)!
n!
 
2E(E+me)(2n+ jlj+1) E2L E2Z

;Z
Y†r˜2Y=
2p
Bjej
(jlj+n)!
n!
 
2E(E+me)(2n+ jlj+1)+E2L+E2Z

; (3.24)Z
Y†r˜2Y=
2p
Bjej
(jlj+n)!
n!
 
2E(E+me)(2n+ jlj+1) E2L E2Z

:
Dividing by
R
Y†Y =
R
j0 = 4pBjejE(E+m)
(n+jlj)!
n! and adding the canonical angular mo-
mentum, l 12 , one gets the kinetic angular momentum
Jz =2n+2l+ 32 +(E
2
L+E
2
Z)=2E(E+me);
Jz =2n+2l+ 12   (E2L+E2Z)=2E(E+me);
Jz =2n+ 32 +(E
2
L+E
2
Z)=2E(E+me); (3.25)
Jz =2n+ 12   (E2L+E2Z)=2E(E+me):
If one would neglect the spin-orbit term, one would always get a half-integer expectation
value for the kinetic angular momentum, although the states, even without spin-orbit term
are not eigenstates of Jˆz. This fortuitous coincidence has been overlooked in the literature
until now, to the best of our knowledge. The reason that the expectation value of Jz is not
a half integer number is that the orbital contribution changes by two quanta when l or n
is changed by one whereas the spin contribution changes by the usual one quantum upon
spin flip. Therefore the main term and the spin orbit term have different expectation values
for Jz and one takes the probability weighted average of the both terms. The quantity
Lz+ 2Sz does have half-integer expectation values. This last quantity determines the z-
component of the magnetic moment, Mz, of the electron as can be verified by computing
(using eq. (B.17))
Mz =
Z e
2
r jf = 
R
j0
E
E2L+E
2
Z
2B
=
e
2E
R
j0(2n+ l(11)+1+2S) = e2E
R
j0(L+2S)
(3.26)
showing that the kinetic operators are the ones determining the magnetic moment.
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Apart from not having any stationary eigenfunctions, the kinetic angular momentum
operators also do not generate a Lie group. These two properties can be proven more
generally. To do so we change notation and write the components of the gauge covari-
ant momenta and ‘boost’ operators as an antisymmetric tensor Jˆmn = Lˆmn + i2smn , with
smn = 12 [gm ;gn ] and Lˆmn = x[mPn ]. The brackets on the indices indicate antisymmetrisation,
T[mn ] = Tmn  Tnm . With this notation, Jˆ12 = Jˆz. Because Lˆmn contains no Dirac matrices,
one obviously has [Lˆmn ;srs ] = 0, so [Jˆmn ; Jˆrs ] = [Lˆmn ; Lˆrs ]  14 [smn ;srs ]. Writing out
the commutator for the s -tensor gives
[smn ;srs ] = 14
 
(gmgn   gngm)(grgs   gs gr)  (grgs   gs gr)(gmgn   gngm)

= 2( hmrsns +hmssnr +hnrsms  hnssmr): (3.27)
For [Lˆmn ; Lˆrs ], one can use [Pm ;xn ] = ihmn and [Pm ;Pn ] = ieFmn to get:
  i[Lˆmn ; Lˆrs ] = hmr Lˆns  hms Lˆnr  hnr Lˆms +hns Lˆmr
+ e(xmxrFns   xmxsFnr   xnxrFms + xnxsFmr): (3.28)
Adding the commutators for the spin operators give for the kinetic angular momentum
operators
  i[Jˆmn ; Jˆrs ] = hmr Jˆns  hms Jˆnr  hnr Jˆms +hns Jˆmr
+ e(xmxrFns   xmxsFnr   xnxrFms + xnxsFmr): (3.29)
The proof that the kinetic orbital angular momentum operators have no stationary eigen-
states goes similarly. The existence of physical states that are eigenstates of Jˆmn is only
possible if the commutator [P me; Jˆmn ] vanishes. Again using Jmn =Lmn+ i2smn , one can
compute the commutators of the spin and orbital parts separately, noting that m commutes
with everything:
[P;smn ] = 12P
l gl ; [gm ;gn ]= 2Plhl [mgn ] = 2P[mgn ] = 2g[mPn ];
P;x[mPn ]

= iglhl [mPn ]+ iex[mFn ]l gl = ig[mPn ]+ iex[mFn ]l gl ; (3.30)
P;x[mPn ]+
i
2smn

= [P me; Jˆmn ] = iex[mFn ]l gl :
which vanishes only for an extremely restricted class of possible fields. Taking Jˆ12 and
writing out the field components explicitly, we have
[P me; Jˆ12] = ie((xEy  yEx)g0 Bzx ~g+ g3x B) : (3.31)
So the only possible field that would allow for physical eigenstates of Jˆ12, is a constant
electric field in the z-direction. Moreover, there is no nonzero external field configugura-
tion for which all three components of the kinetic angular momentum simultaneously have
stationary eigenstates.
3.6 Conclusion
The interaction between the electron’s spin and an external magnetic field causes several
new effects for spin-polarised electron vortex beams in a magnetic field. For the modes
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with the lowest energy, at a certain coaxial momentum, there is no spin-orbit mixing at
all, leading to a very ‘clean’ vortex core. This clean separation of spin and orbital angular
momentum is typically not possible for electrons or for light, making these modes quite
special. For the modes with higher energy, including the effect of spin reveals an internal
rearrangement of the azimuthal current which is quite substantial if the orbital angular
momentum and magnetic field point in opposite directions. For electron vortex beams the
current scales linearly with the beam intensity and the spin rearrangement of the azimuthal
current can be magnified by using a strong enough electron beam. If an electron vortex
beam is wide enough, a suitable test particle can probe these current rearrangements similar
to how a small dielectric particle can probe the local Poynting vector of a light beam
[11, 177, 178, 191].
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Chapter 4
Radiative spin polarisation of
electrons in a magnetic field
4.1 Introduction
The previous chapter dealt in great detail with the properties of the stationary electron
states in a magnetic field. In this chapter we will explore the coupling to the quantised
electromagnetic field of a single electron in a magnetic field with quantum electrodynam-
ics (QED). The QED of electrons in strong background fields are a rich field of study,
revealing many phenomena that cannot be derived from perturbation theory around the
field-free vacuum. Examples are the electron’s mass shift in a strong light field [192–
195], pair production in strong electric fields [196–199], single photon Compton scattering
[200], nonlinear Compton scattering [192, 193, 195, 201, 202], which has been observed
by colliding a 46.6 GeV electron beam with a terawatt pulsed laser [203] and electrons in
highly ionised atoms [204]. In strong magnetic fields there are the phenomena of vacuum
birefringence [205, 206], the nonlinear magnetic self-energy of the electron [207–209] and
the effect we are interested in, synchrotron radiation in a strong magnetic field [210–214].
In 1963, Sokolov & Ternov (S&T) found that an electron in a magnetic field tends
to orient its spin against the magnetic field (from now on spin down). Taking n# as the
expectation value of the number of spin down electrons in the magnetic field and n" as
the expectation value of the number of spin up electrons (spin pointing along the magnetic
field lines) they found the equilibrium spin polarisation (n# n")=(n#+n") = 8
p
3=15 
0:924 [166, 212] independent of the magnetic field strength. In their calculations they
approximated the Laguerre-Gauß wave functions of the electrons by Bessel functions, an
approximation which breaks down at low Landau levels where the finite widths of the
electron wave functions become important.
At high quantum numbers the S&T calculations [212] yield excellent approximations
to the electron’s actual spin polarisation. This situation occurs either when the orbital
kinetic energy of the electron is high or the magnetic field is weak compared to the critical
field. When the magnetic field becomes stronger, it will be more difficult to satisfy the
conditions for which the S&T approximation applies. New proposals for generating short-
lived magnetic fields in plasmas created by ultrashort laser pulses promise field strengths
of 105  106 T [215, 216], which is three to four orders of magnitude beyond the field
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strengths that are available from non-destructive magnets [217]. Even stronger magnetic
fields, up to 1011 T can be found on the surface of neutron stars [218–222].
For such strong fields, classical electrodynamics breaks down, as an electron with en-
ergy E on a circular orbit in a magnetic field emits frequencies w  E2jejB=m3e where
me is the electron mass, e its charge and B the magnetic field strength [166], from which
we conclude that for relativistic energies E & m3e=jejB the emitted frequencies are larger
than the electron’s energy, indicating that recoil will be important and the emission needs
to be described in a quantum electrodynamics (QED) formalism. For strong magnetic
fields B & Bcr = m2e=jej  4:4  109 T this condition is always satisfied. Physically, a
magnetic field of this strength can be interpreted as imparting a momentum change of
Dp  je(~b B)jDt  mec onto a relativistic electron over a time interval Dt  h¯=mec2,
forcing the virtual electron-positron pairs of QED onto circular orbits and hence effec-
tively magnetizing the vacuum itself. On the other hand, ordinary perturbative QED is
not applicable, as in a magnetic field of strength B & me=ed, where d is the field’s spatial
extent, an electron’s cyclotron radius becomes r = bgc=eB . bgd, indicating that in the
non-relativistic approximation g  1 the electron’s motion is bound and the magnetic field
must be accounted for by non-perturbative QED techniques [201]. The S&T approxima-
tion breaks down in this regime too, because even low lying states N . 10 already have ki-
netic energies in excess of the electron’s rest mass and it becomes energetically prohibitive
to occupy the much higher Landau levels which the S&T approximation presupposes.
Thus the magnetic field must be accounted for by a non-perturbative technique. Such a
non-perturbative QED scattering theory can be described in the Furry picture of quantum
dynamics [223] through replacing the vacuum electron states by solutions of the Dirac
equation in a magnetic field, which we derived in the previous chapter. The synchrotron
radiation rate of an electron in a magnetic field has been studied in non-perturbative QED
[213, 214] using the Hermite-Gauß basis, which is useful in the Landau gauge where one
takes the vector potential pointing along the x-axis everywhere [224]. These studies did
not distinguish the spins of the final electron states and could therefore not compute the
spin polarisation of radiating electrons.
Analogous studies of radiation emission in nonlinear QED regimes were previously
conducted in the interaction of relativistic electrons with ultra-intense laser fields [202,
225, 226], a regime which is complementary to the pure magnetic field case studied here.
In the absence of strong fields, the scattering theory of non-plane wave states has been
explored, using techniques similar to the one we use here[54–62, 227].
4.2 Quantisation of the fields
In the previous chapter we derived a complete set of exact solutions for a single electron
in a homogeneous magnetic field (eq. (3.10)). We want to employ these solutions in the
framework of strong field QED. To do so we have to treat the electron wave functionsY as
excitations of a quantum field and do the same to the light field in a suitable basis. Using
the fermionic anticommutation relations [228] and taking two excitations labelled by the
sets of quantum numbers fng and fn0g
fYˆa†fn0g(xm);Yˆbfng(ym)g= d (xm   ym)dabYa†fn0g(xm)Ybfng(ym) =Ya†fn0g(xm)Yafng(xm); (4.1)
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we can derive that
å
a;b
ZZ
fYˆa†fn0g(xm);Yˆfn0g
b
(ym)gd3xd3y=å
a
Z
Ya†fn0g(xm)Y
a
fng(xm)d
3x; (4.2)
which is an overlap integral of two commuting spinor wave functions. In particular, if one
takes any two orthogonal spinor modes, their anticommutator will vanish. Using our set of
solutions, eq. (3.10) for the electron in a magnetic field and using as quantum numbers the
principal quantum number N = n+ 12 (l+ jlj)+s + 1=2 and the total angular momentum
quantum number j = l+s instead of n and l we can derive, using suitable normalisations
N
å
a;b
ZZ
fYˆa†p0N0 j0s 0(ym)YˆbpN js (xm)gd3xd3y=
p
N0N = d (x0  x00)d(p  p0)dNN0d j j0dss 0 :
(4.3)
Using this expression we can expand the field Yˆa(xm) in products of commuting spinor
functions and fermionic ladder operators obeying fpˆp0n0l0s 0 ; pˆ†pnlsg= dp0pdN0Nd j0 jds 0s and
fpˆ†; pˆ†g= fpˆ; pˆg= 0 as
Yˆa(xm)=
Z
å
N; j;s
YapN js (xm)pˆpN jsdp=
p
N; Yˆa†(xm)=
Z
å
N; j;s
Ya†pN js (xm)pˆ
†
pN jsdp=
p
N:
(4.4)
By similar means it is possible to quantise the photon field in any complete orthogonal
set of basis modes. Using Am = Re(A˜m) and the bosonic commutation relations [229]
[ ˆ˜Am(xl );
ˆ˜An(yl )] = hmnd (xl   yl ). One can show that for any orthogonal set of basis
states fAm fng(xl )g
Aˆm(xl ) =
1p
Ng
å
fng
Am fng(xl )aˆ
†
fng+Am fng(xl )aˆfng: (4.5)
Assuming minimal coupling and the fermionic current jm = Yˆ†g0gmuYˆ, the photon-
electron interaction is
Hint = e jm Aˆm = eå
a
Yˆa†g0ˆA
m
Yˆa (4.6)
Using our expansions for the quantised fields, this interaction is written as
Hint =
 ep
N0NgN
Z
å
a
Ya†p0N0l0s 0(xm)g0pˆ
†
p0N0l0s 0

aˆ†fngA
fng(xm)+ aˆfngAfng(xm)

pˆpNlsYapNls (xm)d
3x:
(4.7)
This interaction term will form the basis of QED perturbative calculations in a strong
magnetic field. It describes the transitions of the electron states under the emission or
absorption of photons. In this chapter we will be only interested in radiative decay and
only consider perturbations of first orderHint , thus we assume there are no photons in our
initial quantum state and can drop the term proportional to aˆfng.
4.3 Analytical computation of the transition rates
We want to compute the transmission from the state jYpN js (t);0i to jYp0N0 j0s 0(t+dt);1i,
where the number indicates the number of photons present. This transition rate is given by
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the modulus squared of the matrix element
hYp0N0 j0s 0 ;1jeiHdt jYpN js ;0i  hYp0N0 j0s 0 ;1jiHintdtjYpN js ;0i: (4.8)
Where we used that the noninteracting Hamiltonian conserves photon number and thus
yields zero when evaluated between states with different photon numbers. Taking all in-
coming and outgoing particles to lie on their respective mass shells, the transition matrix
element for this situation can be computed by integrating over all time. At this point it is
useful to specify a basis of photon states. The most effective way to keep track of angular
momentum changes of the electron when it radiates is to expand the photon field too in
a basis of eigenstates of angular momentum along the beam axis. These are the photon
Bessel modes with total angular momentum jg , momentum in the z-direction k, transverse
momentum k and energy w =
p
k2+k2 . For the photon polarisation we use a basis of
left- ( ) and right- (+) handed helicity. For a photon emitted in the positive z-direction
positive helicity corresponds to a spin predominantly in the positive z-direction whereas
for a photon emitted in the negative z-direction it corresponds to a spin predominantly in
the negative z-direction, with the expectation value for the photon spin along the z-axis
continuously decreasing with decreasing k. Using the Coulomb gauge these photon modes
are described by the vector potential
A˜kk jg =
ei(kz wt)
2
24  1 kw B jg 1+  1 kw B jg+1i  1 kw B jg 1   1 kw B jg+1
2i kwB jg
35 ; (4.9)
With hte shorthand B j = J j(kr)ei jf . Using this basis we can calculate g0Akk jg, which we
will use to compute the transition matrix elements later, to be
g0Akk jg = e
i(wt kz)26664
0 0 i kwBjg  
 
1 kw

Bjg+1
0 0   1 kw Bjg 1 i kwBjg
i kwBjg  
 
1 kw

Bjg+1 0 0
  1 kw Bjg 1 i kwBjg 0 0
37775 (4.10)
Using this expression and eqs. (3.10) the angular, z- and time integrations can be carried out
straightforwardly. The angular integration will always yield 2pd j; j0+ jg while we have cho-
sen both the photon and the electron states to be angular momentum eigenstates. The time
and z- integrations are integrals over complex exponentials which obey
R ¥
 ¥ e
i(w w 0)tdt =
2pd (w w 0), as proven in appendix C. Using this identity the time and z-integrations yield
the energy and momentum conserving delta functions (2p)2d (E w  E0)d (p  k  p0).
combining these results, the time integrated transition matrix element is
 ie(2p)3d (E w E0)d (p  k  p0)d j; j0 g
Mp
N0NgN
; (4.11)
with, taking y as the radial part of Y,
M=
Z ¥
0
y†p0N0 j0s 0g0A

kk jgypN js rdr: (4.12)
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Unlike for plane waves, there are only three delta functions instead of four as there is no
fourth conserved quantity whose operator commutes with the angular momentum operator
and therefore the electron and photon states cannot be simultaneous eigenstates of four
conserved quantities.
To obtain the transition probability we need to take the modulus squared of the matrix
element. To do so we will change our notation somewhat. We will assume all our wave
functions are confined within a cylinder of radius R and length L, which we will take to
infinity in the end. We will pull the factors of L out of the normalisations for bookkeeping.
Now the squares of the Dirac delta functions can be approximated as [166]
(d (E w E0)d (p  k  p0))2 =
lim
T!¥
lim
L!¥
1
(2p)2
Z T=2
 T=2
Z L=2
 L=2
d (E w E0)d (p  k  p0)ei((p k p0)z (E w E0)t)dzdt
= lim
T!¥
lim
L!¥
d (E w E0)d (p  k  p0) TL
(2p)2
(4.13)
from which we get the transition probability
e2(2p)4d (E w E0)d (p  k  p0)d j; j0 gLT
jMj2
LN0LNgLN
(4.14)
This probability exceeds 1 for sufficiently long time, which cannot be right. The reason this
occurs is that this transition probability has been computed under the assumption that the
occupation probability of the initial state does not decrease as the electron radiates, which
is clearly non-physical. Dividing this expression by T gives the differential transition rate
which is physically relevant. We are interested in the rate at which an electron in the state
jN jsi transitions to the state jN0 j0s 0i. To obtain this transition rate we must integrate the
differential transition rate multiplied by the density of states over all allowed p0 and all
allowed k and k and sum over both photon helicities and all jg . The outgoing electron’s
density of states is L=2p and for the emitted photon we have a density of states of (taking a
single helicity and angular momentum) L=2pR=p . Putting everything together we have
a transition rate of
GN js!N0 j0s 0 =
(2p)4e2å

å
jg
ZZZ
d (E E0 w)d (p  p0  k)d j; j0+ jgL
jMj2
LNLN0LNg
Ldp0
2p
LRdkdk
2p2
:
(4.15)
The electron’s transverse normalisation is N =
R
j0 = 4pE(me+E)(n+ l)!=Bjejn!, which
we computed in the previous chapter. For Ng , we use the condition
R
A AdV = 2p=w
[230]. As we will take the limit of R to infinity in the end we assume R k 1, which
yields Ng  LRw=2k [54]. Substituting these transverse normalization factors, L and R
disappear and the size of the cylinder can be taken to infinity, yielding
GN js!N0 j0s 0 = (2p)3e2å

å
jg
ZZZ
d (E E0 w)d (p  p0  k)d j; j0+ jg
jMj2
NN0w
dp0
dkkdk
p2
:
(4.16)
In order to obtain numerical values for the transition rates,M has to be computed and the
integrals over phase space have to be performed. The computation of
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M =
R ¥
0 y
†
p0N0 j0s 0g0Akk jgypN js rdr has to be done on a case-by-case basis, as there are
four different wave functions depending on the spin and orbital angular momentum of the
electron (see eq. (3.10)). Combining four wave functions for the electron’s initial state with
four wave functions for the electron’s final state makes sixteen cases in total. In all cases
M contains integrals of a Laguerre-Gauß function times a Bessel function times another
Laguerre-Gauß function. We will use the shorthand
Ill
0
nn0(k) =
Z ¥
0
Lgln(r˜)Lg
l0
n0(r˜)Jl l0(kr)rdr;

recall r˜ =
p
Bjej=2r

(4.17)
to denote these integrals. In each case M can be computed by a straightforward, albeit
lengthy multiplication of a pair of states from eq (3.10) with the matrix (4.10). The results
are:
l l0 s s 0 M
        i kw ((E0+me)p+(E+me)p0) Ill
0
nn0(k) 
i
p
2Bjej

(E0+me)
 
1 kw

Il 1l
0
n 1n0(k)  (E+me)
 
1 kw

Ill
0 1
nn0 1(k)

      +  1 kw ((E0+me)p  (E+me)p0) Ill0nn0(k)
 kw
p
2Bjej

(E0+me)Il 1l
0
n 1n0(k)  (n0+1)(E+me)Ill
0+1
nn0+1(k)

    +    1 kw ((E+me)p0  (E0+me)p) Ill0nn0(k)
 kw
p
2Bjej

(E0+me)(n+1)Il+1l
0
n+1n0(k)  (E+me)Ill
0 1
nn0 1(k)

    + + i kw ((E0+me)p+(E+me)p0) Ill
0
nn0(k)+
i
p
2Bjej
 
1 kw
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As for the integrals and sums over phase space, the sum over both helicities is straight-
forward. The d j; j0+ jg singles out only one photon angular momentum for a given transition.
This leaves the three integrals over the momenta p0, k and k . We will assume the electron’s
initial momentum along the z-axis is zero for simplicity. The transition rate for a moving
electron can by found by a Lorenz transformation. One can then use the kinematic laws of
two-particle decay, as recapitulated in appendix D. By viewing the emission of a photon as
a two particle decay in one spatial dimension, one can use eqs. (D.2) and (D.5), assigning
the effective masses mA =
p
m2e+2BjejN, mB =
p
m2e+2BjejN0 and mC = k . Using these
one finds E0, p0 and k and one thereby has evaluated the integrals over k and p0 using the
energy and momentum conserving delta functions. Unfortunately the expressions for the
momenta are quite complicated functions of the remaining integration parameter k and
the electron’s and photon’s final energy depend on k too and appear also implicitly in the
normalisations N0 and Ng . Therefore the remaining integral over k has to be evaluated
numerically.
4.4 Numerical results
We numerically computed all transition rates for electron states in a magnetic field with
N  5 and j   9=2 to final states with N0  4 and j0   17=2. The highest allowable j
for a given N is always j = N  1=2. The reason to choose a lower j cutoff for the final
state is that the electron tends to lose angular momentum when it emits a photon more
often than it gains it. To compute the spin flip rate we take the sum åN0 j0 GN js!N0 j0s 0 over
all energetically allowed final states in this data set.
To compare our results for the relative spin flip rates of twisted electrons to conven-
tional results, we use the plane wave approximation from [166]. Here the electron is con-
sidered to be a plane wave with the time evolution e iHt , with H the Hamiltonian of the
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Figure 4.1: Spin flip rates compared for the twisted (continuous curves) and S&T(dashed
curves) approximations for the initial quantum numbers N = 5 and j = 9=2. For low
magnetic fields, the transition rate from spin down to spin up is suppressed by many orders
of magnitude. Spin preserving transition rates are shown for comparison (dots). Beyond
the critical field (gray area), the S&T calculation becomes non-physical and the spin-flip
rates obtained from it diverge from the actual rates.
problem under consideration. This approximation takes the recoil of the electron when it
emits a photon into account properly and is thus an improvement over classical electrody-
namics if E & m3e=jejB. It reproduces the S&T spin flip rates exactly [166]. We choose a
plane wave momentum equal to the expected tangential momentum of the highest l state
for a given N, which is given by eq. (3.18).
p? =
p
2BjejG(N+
1
2 )
G(N)
:
Interestingly, taking this expression for the tangential momentum of the electron implies
that in the weak field limit the change of momentum the electron gets upon emitting a
photon far exceeds the emitted photon’s momentum, which is  Bjej=2me. Thus upon
emitting a photon, the electron always gets a ‘superkick’ [231], caused by the spatial extent
of the (twisted) photon mode being much larger than the spatial extent of the electron’s
wave function. When angular momentum is transferred from one to the other, the electron’s
tangential momentum must change by much more than the emitted photon’s tangential
momentum. Because the electron’s tangential momentum averaged over one orbit is zero,
momentum is nonetheless conserved.
At all field strengths and all initial N and j quantum numbers we computed, we find
that the spin flip rate for spin down-to-up exceeds the spin up-to-down flip rate by more
than the ratio found by S&T (see Fig. 4.1). For magnetic field strength far below the critical
field, the difference is many orders of magnitude and the spin-down-to-up transition rate
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Figure 4.2: The deviations from perfect spin down polarisation for several energy levels
compared to the S&T result. At all field strengths twisted electrons spin polarise better
than expected from the S&T result.
scales as B2 relative to the up-to-down transition rate (see Fig. 4.1). Assuming a simple
model of electrons undergoing spin flips at their respective rates, the spin polarisation of
the electrons is expected to reach an equilibrium. Our results suggest that for low lying
Landau levels at low magnetic field strengths, the equilibrium spin polarisation is so good
as to be considered perfect for all practical purposes (see FIG. 4.2).
The large discrepancy in spin flip rates between our computations and the established
results stem from the commonly made assumption to use a plane wave approximation [166]
or replace the Laguerre-Gauß states by Bessel states [211, 212]. Especially for the low n
states we considered, replacing a function having a finite transverse extent with a function
that has an infinite transverse extent opens transitions that for the actual Laguerre-Gauß
states are suppressed. This causes two kinds of overestimation of the spin flip rates.
First, at low field strength and low quantum numbers the wavelength of the emit-
ted photon is approximately me=Bjej whereas the size of the electron beam is roughlyp
2(2n+ jlj+1)=Bjej. This means that for 2n+ jlj+ 1 2m2e=Bjej, the electron only
‘probes’ the centre of the photon mode, which for a vortex mode is a dark spot. Thus the
local vortex structure of the photon modes creates a set of selection rules at weak fields,
dictating at what order in Bjej=m2e a particular transition becomes relevant. The deriva-
tion of these selection rules is beyond the scope of this dissertation, but one can see their
striking effects in Fig 4.1. The up-to-down spin flip rate agrees well with the S&T result
for weak magnetic fields whereas the down-to-up spin flip rate is suppressed by many or-
ders of magnitude. A hint as to why this happens is that an electron can transition from
spin up to spin down whilst keeping its n and l quantum numbers the same whereas this is
energetically impossible for an down-to-up transition.
The second effect occurs because Laguerre-Gauß states with vastly different l quantum
numbers and low n quantum numbers do not overlap well, as one lies in the dark spot of the
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Figure 4.3: Time scale at which spin equilibrium is reached. Interestingly, beyond the
critical field (grey area), lower lying states equilibrate faster. Note the diverging S&T rate
beyond the critical field strength, indicating that the S&T approximation is not applicable
in that regime.
other. Transitions between these states should be suppressed at all field strengths. Again,
assuming the electron wave function has an infinite spatial extent overlooks this effect.
The time scale over which an electron reaches its equilibrium spin can be inferred from
a simple two-state model. Assuming there is only one spin up and one spin down state with
electrons transitioning back and forth between them, the equilibrium spin is approached as
e t=teq , with teq = 1=(G"#+G#"), the reciprocal of the sum of the spin flip rates. In Fig. 4.3
we plot the spin equilibration times for several Landau levels. The equilibration time de-
pends little on the Landau level, but decreases quadratically with B up to the critical field.
At one Tesla the spin equilibration time is on the order of a millennium. The actual dy-
namics are more complicated, with the electron being able to transition to different Landau
levels, both via spin-preserving and spin flip transitions. At low magnetic fields the time
scales of spin preserving and spin flip transitions separate, as can be seen in Fig. 4.4. This
separation of time scales stems from the spin preserving transitions having higher transi-
tion rates than the spin flip transitions, as one can see in Fig. 4.1. For low magnetic field
strengths the electron transitions first to an N = 1 spin up state before undergoing spin flip
to an N = 0 spin down state much later. At high field strengths both processes occur at
similar rates and the electron can undergo spin flip before transitioning to an N = 1 spin
up state, as is signified by the lower occupation of these states at all times.
For higher N states we expect that the overestimation of transition rates due to these
effects becomes smaller and the established results become more reliable.
For Figs. 4.1-4.3 we summed over the transition rates to all final states in our data set
and we always used the states with the highest allowed angular momentum at their energy
level as initial states ( j=N  12 ). To see whether it is necessary to sum over that many states
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Figure 4.4: Relative occupation of different states starting out from a spin-depolarised
N = 5, j= 9=2 state for different magnetic field strengths. At low field strength the electron
first transitions to the lowest state allowed for its spin, before under going spin flip at
much later times. At high fields the spin flip and spin-preserving transition rates become
comparable and the lowest state for spin up (N = 1) is less occupied at all times.
we computed the spin flip rates while progressively omitting low lying final states from the
computation. The results are shown in Fig. 4.5. For the spin flip rates one can clearly see
that only including the states with N0 = N  1 is a very good approximation for magnetic
field strengths below the critical field strength, but this approximation breaks down at the
critical field strength. The same effect can be seen for spin preserving transitions, but it is
much weaker.
At the lowest order perturbation theory, degenerate states with the same spin seem
to have the same transition characteristics, as can be seen in Fig. 4.6. As we included
only a finite number of the infinite number of electron states in our calculations, small
errors are to be expected, especially for initial states with angular momentum lying close
to the minimal angular momentum of final states included in the calculation. We took the
precaution of taking the lowest angular momentum of the final states to be four quanta
lower than the lowest angular momentum of the initial states ( j0min =   172 ) and the data
shown in Fig. 4.6 extends no further down than jin = 12 , which makes limited data an
unlikely cause for the remaining differences in transition rates. Still we have not ruled out
all possible artefacts that may cause errors and have no compelling explanation why there
should be a j-dependence in the transition rates.
4.5 Discussion
Our calculations show that for low-lying states, finite-extent effects influence the emission
of synchrotron radiation. The most striking consequence is that, even in excited states, an
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Figure 4.5: The data from Fig. 4.1 plotted using including an increasing number of en-
ergy levels. The darkest markers show the transition rates to N = 4 only, the next darkest
markers to N = 3 and N = 4 etc. As long as the magnetic field strength is far below the
critical field stregth, including only transitions to N 1 is a good approximation. Beyond
the critical field strength even transitions directly to N = 0 make a significant contribution
to the spin flip rates. For spin preserving transitions, the same effect can be seen, albeit
weaker.
Figure 4.6: the spin preserving and spin flip transition rates for N = 5 initial states with mo-
menta ranging from j = 12 (darkest markers) to j =
9
2 (brightest markers). Little variation
between the different angular momenta can be seen.
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electron in a magnetic field can become highly spin polarised.
In our calculations we ignore level shifts due to higher order perturbations, this includes
the lifting of the spin-degeneracy due to the electron’s anomalous magnetic moment. For
the emitted photons we ignore the effects of vacuum birefringence at strong background
magnetic fields. Even at the critical field strength the magnitude of these effects is a=2p
[206–209]. The main effect of the shifting of the electron’s energy levels is that the avail-
able phase space for the various decay channels change. The decay rates should change
proportionally to the available phase space. Therefore we expect the relative changes in
the decay rates to be on the order of a=2p too. The only qualitatively new feature that can
occur due to level shifts is that it allows decays between previously degenerate states, most
importantly spin up and spin down with the same N. Our method is unable to make predic-
tions about decay rates between such near-degenerate states, but from the small available
phase space we expect them to be small even at the critical field strengthO
 
(aB=2pBcr)2

.
The vacuum birefringence primarily affects the propagation of the emitted photons. The
changes it causes in the coupling of the photons to the electron are of second order in a .
Having considered these effects we believe our calculations are still fairly reliable at the
critical field strength.
4.6 Outlook
Our numerical integration over all outgoing photon states assumed a homogeneous density
of states, but it can be adapted to inhomogeneous densities as well, making it well suited
for cavity QED problems in a strong magnetic field.
At low magnetic field strengths ( 1T), the spin equilibration times are exceedingly
long for the Landau levels we investigated. One can imagine investigating higher lying
Landau levels, which we expect to trade off some equilibrium spin polarisation purity (asp
2(2n+ jlj+1)=Bjej, is larger and transition selectivity is less strict) for a faster equili-
bration time, finding states which combine reasonably good equilibrium spin polarisation
purity with a reasonable equilibration time.
Our results were obtained using transition matrix elements obtained from first prin-
ciples without making any approximation apart from ignoring higher order perturbative
effects. This approach can potentially be used for many more problems including quantum
corrections and scattering in a strong magnetic field. To complement our exact approach,
for weak magnetic fields, the small spatial extent of the electron wave function compared
to the wavelength of the radiated photons allows for constructing a simpler approximate
model.
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Appendix A
Optical coherence and correlation
functions
The helicity lattices from chapter 2 are interference phenomena and therefore mutually
coherent light sources are a requirement for seeing them. In order to treat light sources
with partial coherence, we first note that although we are interested in interference between
an electric and a magnetic field, and not in interference between two electric fields, the
magnetic field of a light wave is completely determined by its electric field and thus the
same correlation functions can be used to describe coherence in electric field- and helicity
interference.
To construct a theoretical model for helicity lattices formed by light sources with par-
tial coherence, we further assume that all superposed waves are split off from the same
parent wave, then have their polarisation, intensity and propagation direction modified
and are then recombined. This alows us to describe all coherence properties with the
autocorrelation function of a single wave.
If one takes two plane-wave like partially coherent light fields E˜1  eikx wt then a
translation along k is has the same effect as a propagation in time. Thus the spatial cor-
relation along this directon can be found using a temporal correlation function. The wave
does not propagate perpendicular to k and to find correlations in these directions we need
to find a model for the spatial correlation function. Because we consider two- and three
dimensional helicity lattices we will have to understand both the spatial and temporal co-
herence properties of the light waves and we will treat both here in separate sections.
A.1 Temporal coherence and the temporal autocorrela-
tion function
If one takes a light wave, splits off a part of it with amplitude E˜2 and then superposes
the split off part again with a time delay t on the remainder, which has amplitude E˜1 (the
spatial profiles of the waves are not important for this section), one obtains the following
intensity
I = 12 E˜1(t)  E˜1(t)+ 12 E˜2(t+ t)  E˜2(t+ t)+Re
 hE˜1(t)  E˜2(t+ t)i : (A.1)
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Here hi denotes time averaging over a time long compared to the coherence time. A time
delay can be easily achieved by having both waves travel different path length and the
above formula can be used to describe the interference patterns of two-slit experiments
or Michelson- Mach-Zehnder- or Sagnac interferometers. If the light would be perfectly
coherent the time averaging of the interference term does nothing and the interference term
will persist for arbitrarily long time delays. If the light is partially coherent the interference
term will average to zero for long time delays and thus the interference will disappear if
the optical path difference between the two waves becomes to large.
Because the above equation can be used to describe a large variety of experiments it
would be useful to separate properties of the used light source from effects that depend on
the experimental setup. Making use of the fact that both waves are split off from the same
parent wave, we can make the following separation [74]
I = 12 E˜1(t)  E˜1(t)+ 12 E˜2(t+ t)  E˜2(t+ t)+Re

g(1)t (t)E˜1(t)  E˜2(t)

; (A.2)
where E˜1 and E˜2 have to be calculated from the experiment under consideration and g
(1)
t (t)
is the first order autocorrelation function
g(1)t (t) =
hE˜(t)  E˜(t+ t)i
hE˜(t)  E˜(t)i : (A.3)
the autocorrelation function is an intrinsic property of the light source and it is the function
we want to know. The interference fringes stem from the rapidly oscillating part of the first
order autocorrelation function. If one is interested in the visibility, it is useful to separate
out this rapidly oscillating part and focus on the slowly varying envelope only. Here using
a complex representation of the fields shows its use. The fringe visibility can be written as
jg(1)t (t)jRe(E˜1(t)E˜2(t)): (A.4)
Wewill see when looking at explicit cases that the rapid oscillations are removed fromjg(1)(t)j.
One can easily show the following properties of g(1)t (t) [230]
g(1)t (0) = 1; g
(1)
t ( t) = g(1)t

(t) and for any realistic light source lim
t!¥g
(1)
t (t) = 0:
(A.5)
There exist explicit forms for g(1)t (t) which are useful in practice for several models of
quasi-monochromatic light sources. These are collision broadened sources, Doppler broad-
ened sources and collision- and Doppler broadened sources [230].
The collision broadened model considers a collection of atoms emitting monochro-
matic light of frequency w0 which randomly collide with a collision rate Gc and after each
collision have their emitted radiation undergo a phase jump to a random phase picked from
the uniform distribution on [0;2p) [230]. The phases of the emitted light from different
atoms are completely uncorrelated and al atoms behave identically. Using this model,
gTt(1)(t) depends only on the phase autocorrelation of a single atom
g(1)t (t) = e iw0thei(f(t) f(t+t))i: (A.6)
If there has been no phase jump between t and t+t , hei(f(t) f(t+t))i= 1. If there has been
a phase jump hei(f(t) f(t+t))i = 0. The chance of no phase jump occurring between t and
t+ t is e Gct , which yields after averaging over t
g(1)t (t) = e iw0t Gcjtj: (A.7)
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the absolute bars follow from the time reversal properties of g(1)t (t). The above autocor-
relation function was derived from a collection of atoms that completely randomise their
phases at random moments in time, but it can originate from other processes too. Consider
a set of noncolliding uncorrelated emitters which emit light with an exponentially decaying
amplitude with decay rate G. At random intervals occuring at a rate GI the amplitude of an
emitter jumps back to an initial amplitude E0. For this model one finds an autocorrelation
function with the same form:
g(1)t (t) = e iw0t (G+GI)jtj: (A.8)
And when one reintroduces collisions one finds
g(1)t (t) = e iw0t (G+GI+Gc)jtj: (A.9)
If considers a model of colliding atoms which undergo only small phase jumps at a collision
one finds (if the phase jumps are equally likely to occur in both directions)
g(1)t (t) = e
 iw0t Gc

1 cos
p
hdf2i

jtj
; (A.10)
with df the phase jump at a collision. Thus the form of the autocorrelation function derived
from the collision broadening model remains the same under a variety of assumptions.
One can also readily calculate g(1)t (t) for a Doppler broadened source. In this situation,
one considers a collection of non-colliding, but moving atoms which emit monochromatic
radiation. The frequency of the emitted radiation is Doppler shifted due to the speed of
the atoms. For a thermal nonrelativistic gas the frequency distribution of the emitted light
is a Gaußian centred at w0. The radiation emitted by different atoms is assumed to be
uncorrelated at all times. Using this model one finds [230]
hE˜(t)E˜(t+ t)i=å
j
E2j e
 iw jt : (A.11)
Assuming the radiated amplitudes of all atoms to be equal and assuming the number of
atoms is large, the sum can be converted to an integral over the Gaußian frequency dis-
tribution. Taking the spread in frequencies to be dw and dividing out the total radiated
intensity yields
g(1)t (t) =
1p
2pdw
Z ¥
0
eiwt 
(w0 w)2
2dw2 dw (A.12)
Assuming w0 dw the lower integration limit can be taken to  ¥ and the integral can be
evaluated
g(1)t (t) = e iw0t 
dw2t2
2 : (A.13)
This form of the correlation function persists if one assumes that the atoms radiate with
different amplitudes as long as it is not the case that a few atoms radiate almost all intensity
and the assumption that the sum over emitters can be approximated by an integral does not
hold.
The last case we consider is a source which displays the characterisitcs of both the
collision- and Doppler broadening models. This will produce an autocorrelation function
which contains the previous ones as special cases. We can compute the autocorrelation
function by first considering the autocorrelation of the radiation emitted by a single atom
hE˜ j(t)E˜j(t+ t)i= E2j hei(w jt+f j(t) f j(t+t))i= E2j eiw jt Gcjtj: (A.14)
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The calculation of the autocorrelation function of the entire collection of atoms proceedt
the same way as for the solely Doppler broadened case, since the phases of the radiation
contributions of different atoms are uncorrelated at all times. The end result is [230]
g(1)t (t) = e iw0t 
dw2t2
2  Gcjtj: (A.15)
The above equation can capture a lot of different physical processes using just two param-
eters, dw and Gc. If there would be physical processes taking place in a light source that
would lead to different (that is, power law) autocorrelation function, any process giving an
autocorrelation function of the form (A.15), taking place as well will make the autocorre-
lation function decay asymptotically exponentially. Therefore we will use eq. (A.15) as a
basic model to describe the effects of partial coherence on helicity lattices.
The magnitude of
R ¥
 ¥ g
(1)
t (t)g
(1)
t

(t)dt is a measure for the temporal coherence of a
light source. It has the dimension of time and is called the coherence time tc. One can
calculate that for the collision broadened model, tc = 1=Gc and for the Doppler broadened
model tc =
p
p=dw . For eq. (A.15) the expression for tc is more complicated. It is not the
harmonic sum of the coherence times of the collision and Doppler contributions.
tc = 2
Z ¥
0
e dw
2t2 2G2cdt = 2
Z ¥
0
e (dwt+
Gc
dw )
2
+
G2c
dw2 dt =
p
p
dw
e
G2c
dw2

1  erf

Gc
dw

:
(A.16)
This expression reduces to the coherence time for the solely Doppler broadened model if
Gc = 0. It also reduces to the coherence time for the radiation broadened model, as can be
verified using l’Hoˆpital’s rule
lim
dw!0
p
p

1  erf

Gc
dw

dwe 
G2c
dw2
= lim
dw!0
2Gc=dw2e
  G2c
dw2
(1 2G2c=dw2)e 
G2c
dw2
=
1
Gc
: (A.17)
As additional sanity checks, one can confirm that eq. (A.16) goes to zero if either Gc or dw
goes to infinity, using l’Hoˆpital’s rule in the case of Gc ! ¥
lim
Gc!¥
p
p

1  erf

Gc
dw

dwe 
G2c
dw2
= lim
Gc!¥
2e 
G2c
dw2 =dw
2dwGce
  G2c
dw2 =dw2
= lim
Gc!¥
1
Gc
= 0: (A.18)
From the coherence time, one can calculate a coherence length `= ctc by multiplying the
coherence time with the light speed. The parameter ` will determine over which length
scale the helicity lattices can remain visible.
A.2 Spatial coherence
If one takes a plane wave, splits it in two parts with amplitudes E˜1 and E˜2, sends both waves
into different directions k1 and k2 and superposes them again, one obtains an interference
pattern
I = 12 E˜1  E˜1+ 12 E˜2  E˜2+Re
 hE˜1  E˜2i : (A.19)
The difference in optical path lengths both waves travelled to arrive at a point x translates
to a difference in travel time. Taking the optical path length difference to be zero at the
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origin of our coordinate system, we can find an explicit form for the interference pattern
I = 12 E˜1  E˜1+ 12 E˜2  E˜2+ jg
(1)
t ((k1 k2) x=c)jjE˜1  E˜2jcos((k1 k2) x+ arg(E˜1  E˜2)):
(A.20)
So including limited temporal coherence causes the interference fringes to become less
visible in the direction of maximally increasing optical path differences. The visibility of
the interference fringes does not diminish at all in the two perpendicular directions, which
is unexpected for a light source assumed to be imperfect. This indicates that a temporal
autocorrelation function alone is not enough to describe the coherence properties of light.
The total absence of fringe visibility loss in two directions stems from the assumption that
amplitude and phase are perfectly uniform in the plane perpendicularly to the propagation
direction. this is not a realistic assumption and dropping it will result in a limited spatial
coherence.
Similar to the temporal autocorrelation function, one can define a spatial autocorrela-
tion function which tells how well the electric field is correlated in the plane perpendicular
to the propagation direction. it will be a function of two spatial coordinates, which can be
written in either Cartesian or polar coordinates as g(1)s (x; t) or g
(1)
s (r;j). the spatial auto-
correlation can be anisotropic, but we will only consider isotropic autocorrelation functions
which can be written as g(1)s (r). Unfortunately there is not a single autocorrelation func-
tion which captures most physics one could care about with only a few phenomenological
parameters, like Eq. (A.15) does. For a faraway incoherent light source there is the van
Cittert-Zernike theorem which states that [232, 233]
g(1)s (x;y) =
R
I(X ;Y )ei
k
R (xX+yY )dXdYR
I(X ;Y )dXdY
(A.21)
With R the distance to the source, k the wave number of the light and I(X ;Y ) the intensity
profile in the source plane. This expression is a Fourier transform, which demonstrates
how an autocorrelation function can be anisotropic. Take a source that is much more
extended in the Y-direction than in the X-direction, a narrow slit which is lit from behind
is a good example. Upon Fourier transforming The autocorrelation function becomes wide
in the x-direction and narrow in the y-direction. A commonly used intensity profile is a
uniform disc, which is useful for describing, amongst others, the light from an illuminated
pinhole or a star. Taking R0 as the radius of the disc and using the two dimensional vectors
~X = (X ;Y ) and~x= (x;y) with lengths R0 and r and a relative angle of F between them the
autocorrelation function can be written as
g(1)s (r) =
1
2pR20
Z R0
0
Z 2p
0
ei
k
R rR
0 cos(F)dFdR0 =
1
R20
Z R0
0
J0

kr
R
R0

R0dR0: (A.22)
This integral can be evaluated as the limit of an integral over a product of Bessel functions
g(1)s (r) = lim
k!0
1
R20
Z R0
0
J0

kr
R
R0

J0(kR)R0dR0 (A.23)
= lim
k!0
1
R0
1
(kr=R)2 k2

kJ0

kr
R
R0

J00(kr) 
kr
R
J00

kr
R
R0

J0(kr)

=
2J1
  kr
R R0

R0kr=R
:
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In the last line we used the recurrence relation J00(x) = 2J1(x). This result looks similar to
the sin(x)=x function, only with the sine replaced by a Bessel function, and one can check
that the limit r! 0 equals one as it should be. One can see that the autocorrelation function
decays faster for short wavelengths, since a short wavelength light field can fluctuate over
shorter length scales, and it decays slower if the distance between source and observer is
longer, as fluctuations get ‘stretched out’ upon propagation over long distances. The oscil-
lations of the Bessel function imply that interference fringes will disappear completely and
then reappear again, something Michelson used to determine the size of a star [234, 235].
The autocorrelation function also decays more slowly if the size of the source is small,
which explains why a pinhole can be used to make an incoherent light source spatially
coherent.
In any realistic attempt to make helicity lattices, lasers will be used, for which the van
Cittert-Zernike theorem is unfortunately not applicable and one needs other models. As-
suming the laser operates perfectly in single mode, it is perfectly spatially coherent and all
inhomogeneities in the wave front are picked up during propagation. Using Kolmogorov’s
theory for turbulence [236, 237], one can find for turbulent media the autocorrelation func-
tion g(1)s (r) = e (r=r0)
5=3
[238, 239]. This is a useful model for outdoor experiments [28],
but in a laboratory turbulence is less of a disturbance. We will therefore use a different
model. We will assume that between two points the phase of the wavefront will make a
random walk with a sufficiently small step size. The phase difference between two points
a distance r part can then be described by a diffusive model where the phase difference
between two points a distance r apart is drawn from the probability distribution
P(Df) = e Df
2=2kr=
p
2pkr (A.24)
with k an inverse length scale related to the spatial coherence length. Using an inverse
length scale as phenomenological parameter instead of a length scale will allow us to re-
trieve the limit of perfect spatial coherence by senfing k to zero. Now the expectation value
of the scalar product of the electric field in two different is
hE˜(0) E˜(r)i= E˜(0) E˜(0)he iDf Df2=2kr=
p
2pkri= E˜(0) E˜(0)e kr =) g(1)s (r)= e kr:
(A.25)
With this autocorrelation function we can determine the attenuation of interference patterns
due to partial spatial coherence. Along the direction k1+k2 The wavefront of wave 1 slides
sideways by a distance x  (k1+k2)=jk1+k2jsinq=2 with q the angle between k1 and k2.
The wavefront of wave 2 slides over an equal distance in the opposite direction. We know
that cosq = k1 k2=c2w2 and using the half angle formula sin(q=2) =
q
1
2   12 cosq we
arrive at the following expression for the interference fringes of two partially coherent
plane waves
jg(1)t ((k1 k2) x=c)jg(1)s

2
q
1
2   12 cos(k1 k2=c2w2)x  (k1+k2)=jk1+k2j


jE˜1  E˜2jcos((k1 k2) x+ arg(E˜1  E˜2)): (A.26)
This is the form of the interference terms we will use to model helicity lattices of partially
coherent light.
Appendix B
Associated Laguerre polynomials
and Laguerre-Gauß functions.
The Laguerre-Gauß modes are important tools for the description of light- or matter wave
beams. Because they occur a lot in this thesis we will here recap some of their important
mathematical relations.
B.1 Associated Laguerre polynomials.
The associated Laguerre polynomials of the lth kind Lln(x) are the eigenfunctions of the
differential equations
xLln
00
(x)+(l+1  x)Lln
0
(x) = nLln(x); n; l 2 N0: (B.1)
I will follow the solution strategy given in [240] for solving these differential equations.
This strategy is solving the l = 0 case with a Frobenius series substitution and obtaining the
solutions for l > 0 with induction. Substituting å¥m=0 amxm+s into the differential equation
for l = 0 yields
¥
å
m=0
(m+s)(m+s  1)amxm+s 1+(m+s)(1  x)amxm+s 1 = nåamxm+s : (B.2)
Dividing through xs 1 and setting x = 0 shows that s = 0. Therefore the solutions are
simple power series. The coefficients am can be found by equating terms with equal powers
of x. One has
¥
å
m=0
((m+1)mam+1+(m+1)am+1)xm=
¥
å
m=0
(m n)amxm=) am+1= m n
(m+1)2
am: (B.3)
The recurrence relation shows that L0n(x) is a polynomial of order n. Following the con-
vention a0 = 1 the Laguere polynomials are
L0n(x) = 1+
n
å
m=1
Õmm=1(m n)
Õmm=1(m 1+1)2
xm =
n
å
m=1
( 1)mn!
(m!)2(n m)!x
m: (B.4)
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To obtain the solutions for l > 0 differentiate the differential equation
xLln
000
(x)+(l+2  x)Lln
00
(x) = (n 1)Lln
0
(x) =) Ll+1n 1(x) µ Lln
0
(x): (B.5)
Conventionally the proportionality constant is chosen to be  1, yielding
Lln(x) = ( 1)l d
l
dxl L
0
n+l(x). Thus the explicit expressions for L
l
n(x) are
Lln(x) =
n+l
å
m=l
( 1)m l(n+ l)!m!
(m!)2(n+ l m)!(m  l)!x
m l =
n
å
m=0
( 1)m(n+ l)!
(m+ l)!(n m)!m!x
m: (B.6)
Alternatively, the associated Laguerre polynomials can be written as [240]
Lln(x) =
ex
n!xl
dn
dxn
xn+le x: (B.7)
Sturm-Liouville form and orthogonality.
Every second order differential equation of the form
p(x)y00(x)+ r(x)y0(x)+q(x)y(x) = lr(x)y(x) (B.8)
with r(x) non-negative on the domain of interest can be put in Sturm-Liouville form using
an integrating factor F(x) such that one obtains
  F(x)p(x)y0(x)0 F(x)q(x)y(x) = lF(x)r(x)y(x) (B.9)
yielding the integrating factor F(x) = e
R x p0(x) r(x)
p(x) . Going through this calculation for the
differential equation for the associated Laguerre polynomials yields the Sturm-Liouville
equation
 (xl+1e xLln
0
(x))0 = nxle xLln: (B.10)
Using the hermiticity of Sturm-Liouville operators implies that Laguerre polynomials with
different n and the same l are orthogonal under an appropriately defined scalar product,
which can be found from the Sturm-Liouville form of their defining differential equation.
Taking the integral over [0;¥] of the left-hand side, one can integrate by parts and drop the
surface terms because xl+1e xjx=0 = xl+1e xjx=¥ = 0 to find that
 
Z ¥
0
y(x)(xl+1e xy0(x))0dx= 
Z ¥
0
(xl+1e xy0(x))0y(x)dx: (B.11)
which can be used to get
 
Z ¥
0
Lln0(x)(x
l+1e xLln
0
(x))0dx+
Z ¥
0
(xl+1e xLln0
0
(x))0Lln(x)dx
= (n n0)
Z ¥
0
Lln0(x)x
le xLln(x)dx= 0=)
Z ¥
0
Lln0(x)x
le xLln(x)dx= 0; n 6= n0:
(B.12)
To find the value of the scalar product for n0 = n, use eq. (B.7)
1
n!
Z ¥
0
Lln(x)
dn
dxn
xl+ne xdx=
( 1)n
n!
Z ¥
0
dn
dxn

Lln(x)

xl+ne xdx: (B.13)
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The derivative can be computed using the power series definition of the Laguerre poly-
nomials. Only the xn term remains after n differentiations, yielding an easy to integrate
expression
1
n!
Z ¥
0
xl+ne xdx=
(n+ l)!
n!
: (B.14)
Recurrence relations
In addition to occuring in a variety of problems and possessing useful orthogonality rela-
tions, the associated Laguerre polynomials are also a useful mathematical tool because of
the recurrence relations that exist between them. We already used one to derive the explicit
forms of the l 6= 0 polynomials:
Lln
0
(x) = Ll+1n 1(x): (B.15)
From eq. (B.7) one can obtain a useful relation connecting associated Laguerre polynomi-
als of the lth and l+1st kind
Ll+1n =
ex
xl+1n!
dn
dxn
xxn+le x =
ex
xl+1n!
dn 1
dxn 1
xl+ne x+
ex
xl
dn
dxn
xn+le x = Ll+1n 1(x)+L
l
n(x)
(B.16)
or
Lln(x) = L
l+1
n  Ll+1n 1: (B.17)
This recurrence relation is useful to prove
Ll+1n (x) =
n
å
n=0
Lln(x) (B.18)
by induction. This relation is true for n= 0. Assuming it is true for n 1 yields
Ll+1n (x) = L
l+1
n 1(x)+L
l
n(x) =
n 1
å
n=0
Lln(x)+L
l
n(x) =
n
å
n=0
Lln(x); (B.19)
which completes the proof. By repeatedly applying eq. (B.17), one can connect associated
Laguerre polynomials more than one l-index apart.
Lln(x) =
minfn;lg
å
n=0
( 1)n

l
n

Ll+ln n(x): (B.20)
By differentiating eq. (B.7) with respect to x and then multiplying with x, one can derive
another useful recurrence relation
x
d
dx
ex
n!xl
dn
dxn
xn+le x =
ex
n!xl 1
dn
dxn
xn+le x  l e
x
n!xl
dn
dxn
xn+le x+
ex
n!xl 1
dn+1
dxn+1
xn+1+l 1e x
xLln
0
(x) = xLln(x)  lLln(x)+(n+1)Ll 1n+1: (B.21)
Now using the eqs. (B.15) and (B.17) one can rewrite this
xLl+1n (x)  l

Ll+1n (x) Ll+1n 1(x)

+(n+1)

Ll+1n+1(x) 2Ll+1n (x)+Ll+1n 1(x)

= 0: (B.22)
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Shifting the l-index and rearranging gives1
xLln(x) = (n+1)Lln+1(x)+(2n+ l+1)Lln(x)  (n+ l)Lln 1(x): (B.23)
There is one more useful recurrence relation which can be found by combining eqs. (B.15),
(B.17) and (B.23):
xLl 1n+1
0
(x) = (n+1)

Lln+1(x) Lln(x)

  (n+ l)

Lln(x) Ln 1(x)

()
xLln
0
(x) = nLln(x)  (n+ l)Lln 1(x): (B.24)
B.2 Laguerre-Gauß functions.
The Laguerre-Gauß functions are complex functions on R2 defined in polar coordinates
LGln(r;f) = r
jljLjljn (r2)e 
r2
2 eilf  Lgln(r)eilf ; n 2 N0; l 2 Z: (B.25)
The Laguerre-Gauß functions form an orthogonal basis on R2, as can be verified using
eqs. (B.12) and (B.13):Z ¥
0
Z 2p
0
LGl
0
n0

(r)LGln(r)rdfdr = p
(n+ l)!
n!
dll0dnn0 : (B.26)
The Hankel transforms of Laguerre-Gauß functions
The order l Hankel appears when Fourier transforming a function in polar coordinates. It
is defined by
Fl(k) =
Z ¥
0
f (r)Jl(kr)rdr: (B.27)
With Jl the order l Bessel function. The Laguerre Gauß functions have the property that
they Hankel transform to themselves (up to a sign) (eq. (7.421.4) in [241])Z ¥
0
Lgln(r)Jjlj(kr)rdr = ( 1)nLgln(k): (B.28)
This can be proven in three steps. First consider Lg00(r), which is a simple Gaußian. Con-
sider that the Fourier transform of a radially symmetric function can be written in polar
coordinates Z ¥
0
Z 2p
0
f (r)eikr cos(q)rdqdr =
Z ¥
0
f (r)J0(kr)rdqdr (B.29)
and the Gaußian Fourier transforms to itself, implyingZ ¥
0
Lg00(r)J0(kr)rdr = Lg
0
0(k): (B.30)
Now writing out eq. (B.28) explicitly for n= 0, l > 0, one hasZ ¥
0
rjlje 
r2
2 Jjlj(kr)rdr = k jlj
Z ¥
0
e 
r2
2 J0(kr)rdr = k jlje 
k2
2 = Lgl0(k); (B.31)
1As nothing forbids one from choosing l = 1 in eq. (B.7), this result applies for l = 0 too.
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where the intermediate step follows from repeated integration by parts and the relation
d
dr r
jljJl(kr) = krjljJl 1(kr). Having proven eq (B.28) for n= 0, the cases n> 0 follow by
induction, assuming eq (B.28) is true for n. Using eq. (B.23) one gets
(n+1)
Z ¥
0
Lgln+1(r)Jl(kr)rdr =Z ¥
0
( r2Lgln(r)+(2n+ l+1)Lgln(r)  (n+ l)Lgln 1(r))Jl(kr)rdr (B.32)
then one can use the identityZ ¥
0
 r2 f (r)Jl(kr)rdr =

d2
dk2
+
1
k
d
dk
  l
2
k2

Fl(k): (B.33)
An identity that can be proven by noticing that the Hankel transform is its own inverse and
integrating the right hand side by parts. Then using
d
dk
Lgln(k) =

jljk jlj 1Ljljn (k2) k jlj+1Ljljn (k2)+2k jlj+1Ljljn
0
(k2)

e 
k2
2
d2
dk2
Lgln(k) =

jlj(jlj 1)k jlj 2Ljljn (k2)  (2jlj+1))k jljLjljn (k2)+(4jlj+2)k jljLjljn
0
(k2)

e 
k2
2
(B.34)
+

Ljljn (k2) 4Ljljn
0
(k2)+4Ljljn
00
(k2)

k jlj+2e 
k2
2
one findsZ ¥
0
 r2Lgln(r)Jjlj(kr)rdr =( 1)n

 2(jlj+1)k jljLln(k2)+4(l+1)k jljLjljn
0
(k2)

e 
k2
2
+( 1)n

Ljljn (k2) 4Ljljn
0
(k2)+4Ljljn
00
(k2)

k jlj+2e 
k2
2 :
(B.35)
Using eq. (B.1) one can simplify this toZ ¥
0
 r2Lgln(r)Jjlj(kr)rdr = ( 1)n

 2(jlj+1)Lgln(k) 4nLgln(k)+k2Lgln(k)

:
(B.36)
from which one obtains
(n+1)
Z ¥
0
Lgln+1(r)Jjlj(kr)rdr =( 1)nk2Lgln(k)  ( 1)n(2n+ l+1)Lgln(k)
 ( 1)n 1(n+ l)Lgln 1(k)
=( 1)n+1(n+1)Lgln+1(k); (B.37)
which completes the proof.
Another useful Hankel transform identity involving Laguerre polynomials times a Gaußian
functions is (eq. (6.631.10)) in [241])Z ¥
0
r2n+le r
2
Jl(kr)rdr =
n!
2
k
2
l
Lln

k2
4

e 
k2
4 ; (B.38)
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Which can again be proven by induction. The n= 0 cases are similar to eq. (B.31) and can
be verified in the same way. Now assuming the identity is true for n and using eq. (B.33)
one finds (after some algebra)Z ¥
0
r2(n+1)+le r
2
Jl(kr)rdr =  n!2

(l+1)Lln
0

k2
4

  (l+1)Lln

k2
4
k
2
l
e 
k2
4
(B.39)
  n!
2

Lln

k2
4

 2Lln
0

k2
4

+Lln
00

k2
4
k
2
l+2
e 
k2
4
Using eq. (B.1) to simplify gives
Z ¥
0
r2(n+1)+le r
2
Jl(kr)rdr =
n!
2

(n+ l+1)Lln

k2
4

  k
2
4
Lln

k2
4

+
k2
4
Lln
0

k2
4
k
2
l
e 
k2
4 (B.40)
Now one can use eq. (B.24) to further simplify
Z ¥
0
r2(n+1)+le r
2
Jl(kr)rdr =
n!
2

(2n+ l+1)Lln

k2
4

  (n+ l)Lln 1

k2
4

  k
2
4
Lln

k2
4
k
2
l
e 
k2
4 ; (B.41)
which reduces to (using eq. (B.23))Z ¥
0
r2(n+1)+le r
2
Jl(kr)rdr =
(n+1)!
2
k
2
l
Lln+1

k2
4

e 
k2
4 ; (B.42)
completing the proof.
The relation to Hermite-Gauß functions
The Laguerre Gauß functions can be expressed as linear combinations of Hermite-Gauß
functions expressed in cartesian coordinates, an identity due to [10]. This simple relation
was used to construct twisted Laguerre-Gauß light beams from Hermite-Gauß laser beams
[242] and it has been employed for electrons as well [48]. To find the expansion of a
Laguerre-Gauß beam in terms of Hermite-Gauß beams we introduce the coordinate r =
reif and consider
d
dr
r lLln(rr
)e rr

=

Lln
0
(rr) Lln(rr)

r l+1e rr = r l+1Ll+1n (rr)e rr;
d
dr
r lLln(rr
)e rr

=

Lln
0
(rr) Lln(rr)

r l+1re rr

+ lr l 1Lln(rr
)e rr

=(n+1)r l 1Ll 1n+1(rr
)e rr

: (B.43)
One gets the first line by using eqs. (B.15) and (B.17) and the second line by using
eqs. (B.23) and (B.24). There are two similar equations for r $ r. Using these one
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finds

d
dr
l d
dr
d
dr
n
e rr

= ( 1)n+ln!r lLln(rr)e rr

; (B.44)
d
dr
l d
dr
d
dr
n
e rr

= ( 1)n+ln!rlLln(rr)e rr

:
writing the left hand sides in cartesian coordinates gives (r = x+ iy)
2 2n l

d
dx
+ i
d
dy
l+n d
dx
  i d
dy
n
e x
2 y2 =
( 2) 2n l
l+n
å
l=0
n
å
n=0

l+n
l

n
n

il nH2n+l l n(x)Hl+n(y)e x
2 y2
2 2n l

d
dx
  i d
dy
l+n d
dx
+ i
d
dy
n
e x
2 y2 = (B.45)
( 2) 2n l
l+n
å
l=0
n
å
n=0

l+n
l

n
n

in lH2n+l l n(x)Hl+n(y)e x
2 y2 :
these expressions are identical up to the complex phase factors of the different terms. In-
troducing L= l +n , one can write these as
( 2) 2n l
2n+l
å
L=0
min(n;L)
å
n=0
1
L!

L
n

(l+n)!
(l+n L+n)!
n!
(n n)! i
L 2nH2n+l L(x)HL(y)e x
2 y2 ;
(B.46)
( 2) 2n l
2n+l
å
L=0
min(n;L)
å
n=0
1
L!

L
n

(l+n)!
(l+n L+n)!
n!
(n n)! i
2n LH2n+l L(x)HL(y)e x
2 y2 :
Equating these expressions in terms of Hermite and Laguerre polynomials (l  0) yields
the relations
2 2n l
2n+l
å
L=0
min(n;L)
å
n=0
1
L!

L
n

(l+n)!
(l+n L+n)!
n!
(n n)! i
L 2nH2n+l L(x)HL(y)
= ( 1)nn!rleilfLln(r2); (B.47)
2 2n l
2n+l
å
L=0
min(n;L)
å
n=0
1
L!

L
n

(l+n)!
(l+n L+n)!
n!
(n n)! i
2n LH2n+l L(x)HL(y)
= ( 1)nn!rle ilfLln(r2):
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Whenever one expresses Hermite polynomials of 12
p
2(x y) in Hermite polynomials of x
and y, one can by similar means derive similar expressions [10]
2 2n l
2n+l
å
L=0
min(n;L)
å
n=0
1
L!

L
n

(l+n)!
(l+n L+n)!
n!
(n n)! ( 1)
nH2n+l L(x)HL(y) =
2 
2n+l
2 Hn+l

x+ yp
2

Hn

x  yp
2

;
2 2n l
2n+l
å
L=0
min(n;L)
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Now as ( 1)n = i 2n and ( 1)L n = i2n 2L, these expressions are the same up to an
additional factor iL(= p2L relative phase). A pair of confocal cylindrical lenses with cylin-
der axes in the x-direction will add exactly this phase as a Gouy phase to an Hermite-
Gauß light beam passing through them, thus converting a ’diagonal’ Hermite-Gauß beam
(Hn

x+yp
2

Hn0

x yp
2

e 
x2+y2
2 ) into a Laguerre-Gauß beam [3, 10].
Appendix C
Integrating complex exponentials
In this appendix we will proveZ ¥
 ¥
ei(w w
0)tdt = 2pd (w w 0): (C.1)
first we writeZ ¥
 ¥
ei(w w
0)tdt = lim
T!¥
Z T
 T
ei(w w
0)tdt = lim
T!¥
2
sin((w w 0)T )
w w 0 : (C.2)
This is the limit of a sinc function whose height goes to infinity as its width goes to zero. To
prove that this is 2pd (w w 0) we need to prove that the area of this expression integrated
over w w 0 converges to 2p for T ! ¥. using the substitution (w w 0)T = x , we have
2
Z ¥
 ¥
sin((w w 0)T )
w w 0 dw w
0 = 2
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Now we use 1=x =
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 xxdx and change the order of integration
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which completes the proof.
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Appendix D
Kinematics of two-particle decay
When a particle decays into two other particles, the magnitudes of the energy and momen-
tum of the outgoing particles are fixed by their respective conservation laws. In this respect
two-particle decays are much simpler than three- or more particle decays where the decay
energy can be distributed in different ways over the decay products. Here we compute the
energies and momenta of the decay products in the rest frame of the parent particle as func-
tions of the three particles masses. These calculations can be found in several textbooks
(they are given as an exercise in [243]).
Consider a particle with mass mA decaying into two particles with masses mB and mC
(mA>mB+mC). In the rest frame of A, the decay products have exactly opposite momenta,
thus conservation of four momentum can be written as
mA
0

=

EB
p

+

EC
 p

: (D.1)
Moving the four-momentum of particle B to the left hand side and squaring both sides
yields (recall pm pm = m2)
m2A+m
2
B 2EBmA = m2C =) EB =
m2A+m
2
B m2C
2mA
: (D.2)
the expression for the energy of particleC is the same with B andC interchanged. squaring
eq. (D.1) without moving any terms gives
m2A = m
2
B+m
2
C+2EBEC+2jpj2: (D.3)
Using the expressions for EB and EC this equation can be written as
m2A = m
2
B+m
2
C+
(m2A+m
2
B m2C)(m2A+m2C m2B)
2m2A
+2jpj2: (D.4)
From this expression one can find
jpj=
q
m4A+m
4
B+m
4
C 2m2Am2B 2m2Am2C 2m2Bm2C
2mA
: (D.5)
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Appendix E
A two-population model for
equilibration times
To estimate the time scales over which an electron in a magnetic field approaches its equi-
librium spin polarisation, we construct a simplified two-population model that captures the
essentials. Consider a population of N electrons that undergo random spin flips at the rates
G"# from spin up to spin down and G#". We furthermore assume that the times at which
different electrons undergo spin flips are uncorrelated as are the times at which one elec-
tron undergoes a series of spin flips. The expected spin occupation fractions of spin up
electrons n" = N"=N and spin down electrons n# = N#=N are then given by two coupled
first order differential equations.
n˙" = G#"n# G"#n"; n˙# = G"#n" G#"n#: (E.1)
Obviously the total number of electrons is conserved, N˙ = N(n˙"+ n˙#) = 0. By requiring
that the right hand sides of eqs. (E.1) are zero one can find the equilibrium values of the
spin occupation fractions and the spin polarisation
n" =
G#"
G"#+G#"
; n# =
G"#
G"#+G#"
; n# n" =
G"# G#"
G"#+G#"
(E.2)
To find the rate at which the spin polarisation approaches its equilibrium value, we intro-
duce the quantity dneq which is zero when the spin polarisation achieves its equilibrium
and is defined as
dneq =
G#"n# G"#n"
G#"+G"#
=) d n˙eq = (G#"+G"#)dneq =) dneq µ e (G#"+G"#)t : (E.3)
One can write dneq in the form n0e t=teq with teq the equilibration time which is in our case
is 1=(G#"+G"#). It is interesting to note that the rate at which the elctron spin equilibrates
increases monotonically with both spin flip rates in this model.
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Summaries
English summary
Waves are some of the most studied and most ubiquitous physical phenomena. Well known
types of waves, each of which has its own subdiscipline devoted to them are water waves,
sound waves and light waves. Thanks to quantum mechanics, we know that every object
can display wavelike traits. Sound waves in air are among a very simple class of waves
which can be characterised by giving the value of a single quantity everywhere. In the case
of sound this quantity is the pressure which will vary in in an undulating pattern whenever
sound passes through air. Such waves are called scalar waves.
Light is described by electric and magnetic fields which oscillate and there is not a
single quantity that can be used to fully describe the wave. The electric and magnetic
fields do not only have a magnitude (like pressure had), but a direction too. The dynamics
of the electric and magnetic fields are closely connected to each other and by specifying
only the electric field one can fully characterise a light wave. As a light wave passes by,
the electric field can oscillates back and forth, this is called linearly polarised light. There
are more possibilities, however, the electric and magnetic fields can rotate as they move
past, but maintain the same magnitude, this is called circular polarisation. The electric and
magnetic fields can also oscillate in a manner intermediate between circularly and linearly
polarised, where the electric and magnetic fields rotate and change their amplitudes, this is
called elliptic polarisation. The electric field is, however, constrained to point in a direction
perpendicular to the local propagation direction of the wave at all times. This implies that
if you warp the wave front, the orientation of the electric field has to be warped accordingly
and it is generally impossible to have the orientation of the electric field the same everywere
across the wave front. This phenomenon occurs for other non-scalar waves and it will be
important for electrons too.
It is intuitive to understand that circularly polarised light can set things into rotation.
Consider a small dumbbell with two opposite charges on either end. If a circularly po-
larised wave passes by, the positive charge gets pulled in the direction of the electric field
and the negative charge against it1. The dumbbell thus will align with the electric field and
starts to rotate along with it. Therefore circularly polarised light is said to carry spin.
A useful quantity in relation to the spin is the helicity, which is the circular polarisation
along the local propagation direction of the wave. If, for an observer looking at the oncom-
ing wave, the electric field rotates counterclockwise the helicity is positive, and if the field
rotates clockwise, the helicity is negative. Linearly polarised light has helicity 0, circularly
1The law that like charges repel and opposite charges attract is a consequence of electric field pulling opposite
charges in opposite directions
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polarised light has helicity 1 and elliptically polarised light falls somewhere in between.
The usefulness of helicity lies therein that it can be defined even if the light’s wave front is
not flat. For in empty space the helicity does not change as the light travels. In chapter 1 of
this dissertation, we will investigate in how far helicity does not change when light travels
from one transparent material to another.
A fundamental property of waves is interference. If two wave crests or wave troughs
overlap, they resulting wave will be twice as high, if a crest and a trough overlap, they
will extinguish each other. For scalar waves, interference occurs whenever one superpose
multiple waves. For light waves, one can choose the polarisations such that they do not
interfere. Chapter 2 investigates how many light waves can be superposed without inter-
ference between the electric fields occurring. The helicty density of these noninterfering
superpositions shows a large variety of crystal-like patterns of which we will show many
examples.
Electrons are in many ways the simplest particles of matter. They do not decay to
lighter particles, are not known to be made of smaller constituents, and unlike the particles
that make up the atomic nucleus, they are not affected by the strong nuclear force. They
are affected by the weak nuclear force, which is weak for any situation we consider here
and can be ignored. Thus to a very good approximation the electron can be described as
being affected by the electromagnetic force, which is the most accurately studied of the
fundamental forces, only. This makes the electron a useful model system for investigating
the wave nature of matter. They were the first particles of matter of which the wave nature
has been demonstrated and electron wavefront shaping is nowadays an active research area
in electron microscopy.
Electrons do carry spin, just like light, although the mathematics of the quantum me-
chanics of the electron are such that one can not intuitively grasp the electron spin’s ability
to set objects into rotation. In the relativistic quantum theory of the electron, the elec-
tron spin configuration is constrained by the shape of the wavefront, like the polarisation
for light, although the cause is different. The relativistic quantum theory of the electron
predicts that the electron has an antiparticle, the positron, which is identical in every way
except having the opposite electric charge. When an electron and a positron meet they
annihilate each other and emit gamma rays. Half of the electron’s spin configurations are
reserved for positron states which imposes a restriction on the electron spin similar to the
restriction imposed on the polarisation of light, although from a different underlying cause.
In chapter 3 we study the effects of the wavefront shape on the electron’s spin structure
for an electron in a magnetic field. The magnetic field confines the electrons to form
a narrow beam, narrower than a laser beam, giving a strong warping of the wavefront.
The force of the magnetic field on the electrons makes them circulate counterclockwise
(looking against the magnetic field lines). The effect of the electron spin is that it creates
narrow rings where the electron rotation is clockwise.
In chapter 4 we bring together light and electrons, considering interacting wave theo-
ries. Just as sound waves can make ripples in water and water waves can make sound, light
and electron waves can interact with each other too. The theoretical framework used for
describing interacting waves is quantum field theory, a theory developed to unify quantum
mechanics with the special theory of relativity2, describe how particles are created and
2There is an important distinction between the special and the general theory of relativity. The special theory
of relativity is the general theory of relativity without gravity and it has been unified with quantum mechanics
already by the end of the 1920’s, yielding quantum field theory. Unifying the general theory of relativity with
quantum field theory is still an unsolved problem.
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annihilated (something ordinary quantum mechanics cannot.) and reconcile the wave and
particle nature of light and matter. In quantum field theory every wave is quantised, requir-
ing its energy is an integer multiple of its frequency, thus imparting a particle-like nature
on each wave phenomenon. We use quantum field theory to study the simplest process
with an electron in a magnetic field, the creation of a ‘particle of light’, a photon, by the
electron. The photon production rate can be computed by summing the photon production
rate for a physically allowed transition of the electron from one waveform to another over
all physically allowed electron waves. This sum can be separated into two parts with dif-
ferent electron spins after the emission of a photon and by comparing the rates of these
two parts, the final average spin of the electron can be computed. It turns out that for the
right initial electron wave forms, the spin of the electron tends to point itself against the
magnetic field in a much stronger manner than expected from previous calculations on this
problem.
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Nederlandse samenvatting
Golven behoren tot de meest bestudeerde en alomtegenwoordigste fysische verschijnse-
len. Bekende soorten golven, die allemaal een eigen onderzoeksdiscipline aan zich hebben
gewijd, zijn watergolven, geluidsgolven en lichtgolven. Geluidsgolven in lucht behoren tot
een simpele klasse van golven die kunnen worden gekarakteriseerd door overal e´e´n enkele
grootheid te specificeren. In het geval van geluid is deze grootheid de luchtdruk die in een
golvend patroon varieert als geluid de lucht doorkruist. Zulke golven heten scalaire golven.
Licht wordt beschreven door oscillerende elektrische en magnetische velden en er is
niet e´e´n enkele grootheid die de golf volledig beschrijft. De elektrische en magnetische
velden hebben niet alleen een grootte (zoals de luchtdruk), maar ook een richting. De
dynamica van de elektrische en magnetische velden zijn nauw verweven en het specifi-
ceren van alleen het elektrische veld volstaat om de volledige lichtgolf te karakteriseren.
Als een lichtgolf voorbijkomt kunnen de elektrische en magnetishe velden heen en weer
bewegen, dit heet lineair gepolariseerd licht. Er zijn echter meer mogelijkheden. De elek-
trische en magnetische velden kunnen ronddraaien zonder van grootte te veranderen, dit
heet circulaire polarisatie. De elektrische en manetische velden kunnen ook bewegen op
een manier die tussen lineaire en circulaire polarisatie in ligt, waarbij de elektrische en
magnetische velden ronddraaien en van grootte veranderen, dit heet elliptische polarisatie.
Het elektrische veld moet altijd wijzen in een richting loodrecht op de lokale voortplant-
ingsrichting van de lichtgolf. Dit impliceert dat als je het golffront vervormt, de richting
waarin het elektrische veld wijst moet meevervormen en het in het algemeen onmogelijk
is dat het elektrische veld overal op een golffront in dezelfde richting wijst. Dit fenomeen
treedt ook op voor andere niet-scalaire golven en is ook relevant voor elektronen.
Het kan intuı¨tief worden begrepen dat circulair gepolariseerd licht voorwerpen kan
doen draaien. Stel je een halteretje voor met tegengestelde elektrische ladingen op beide
uiteinden. Als een circulair gepolariseerde lichtgolf voorbijkomt wordt de positieve lading
in de richting van het elektrische veld getrokken en de negatieve lading ertegenin.3 Het
haltertje zal zich dus naar het elektrische veld richten en meedraaien. Daaromwordt gezegd
dat circulair gepolariseerd licht spin bezit.
Een bruikbare aan de spin gerelateerde grootheid is de heliciteit, de circulaire polar-
isatie gezien in de lokale voortplantingsrichting van de golf. Als, voor een waarnemer die
tegen de aankomende golf in kijkt, het elektriche veld tegen de klok in draait, is de heliciteit
positief, als het met de klok meedraait, is de heliciteit negatief. Lineair gepolariseerd licht
heeft een heliciteit van 0, circulair gepolariseerd licht heeft een heliciteit van 1 en el-
liptisch gepolariseert licht zit daartussenin. Heliciteit is bruikbaar, omdat het kan worden
gedefinieerd als het golffront van het licht niet vlak is. Voor licht dat zich door lege ruimte
voortplant verandert de totale heliciteit niet. In hoofdstuk 1 van dit proefschrift gaan we
na in hoeverre heliciteit niet verandert als het van het ene doorzichtige materiaal naar het
andere gaat.
Een fundamentele golfeigenschap is interferentie. Als twee golftoppen of twee golf-
dalen over elkaar heen vallen versteken ze elkaar. Als een top en een dal over elkaar heen
vallen doven ze elkaar uit. Voor scalaire golven treedt interferentie altijd op wanneer men
meerdere golven superponeert. Voor lichtgolven kunnen de polarisaties zo worden gekozen
dat ze niet interfereren. Hoofdstuk 2 onderzoekt hoe veel lichtgolven kunnen worden gesu-
perponeerd zonder dat hun elektrische velden interfereren. De heliciteitsdichtheid van deze
3De wet dat gelijke ladingen elkaar afstoten en tegengestelde ladingen elkaar aantrekken is een gevolg van het
feit dat een elektrisch veld tegengestelde ladingen in tegengestelde richtingen trekt.
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superposities vertoont een grote diversiteit aan regelmatige patronen, waarvan we een groot
aantal voorbeelden tonen.
Elektronen zijn in veel opzichten de eenvoudigste materiedeeltjes. Ze vervallen niet tot
lichtere deeltjes, bestaan voor zover bekend niet uit kleinere bouwstenen en in tegenstelling
tot de deeltjes waaruit atoomkernen bestaan ondervinden ze niet de sterke kernkracht. Ze
ondervinden de zwakke kernkracht, maar die is zwak en kan voor alle situaties die we
hier beschouwen worden genegeerd. Het elektron kan dus in een zeer goede benader-
ing worden beschreven met uitsluitend de interacties met de elektromagnetische kracht,
de nauwkeurigst bestudeerde aller natuurkrachten. Dit maakt elektronen een goed model-
systeem voor het onderzoeken van het golfkarakter van materie. Ze waren de eerste ma-
teriedeeltjes waarvoor het golfkarakter werd aangetoond en elektrongolffrontvervorming
is tegenwoordig een actief onderzoeksgebied in de elektronenmicroscopie.
Elektronen bezitten spin, net zoals licht, alleen kan men uit de wiskunde van de quan-
tummechanica van het elektron niet intuı¨tief zien dat de elektronspin voorwerpen kan doen
draaien. In de relativistische quantumtheorie van het elektron is de elektronspinconfig-
urtatie ingeperkt door de vorm van het golffront, zoals de polarisatie van licht, hoewel
de achterliggende oorzaak anders is. De relativistische quantumtheorie van het elektron
voorspelt dat het elektron een antideeltje heeft, het positron, dat identiek is afgezien van
een tegengestelde lading. Als een elektron en een positron samenkomen verdwijnen ze en
zenden ze gammastraling uit. De helft van de elektronspinconfiguraties zijn gereserveerd
vor positronen, wat een beperking oplegt aan de mogelijke elektronspin, soortgelijk aan
de beperking opgelegd aan de polarisatie van licht, alleen met een andere achterliggende
oorzaak.
In hoofdstuk 3 onderzoeken we de effecten van golffrontvervorming op de elektron-
spinstructuur voor een elektron in een magnetisch veld. Het magnetische veld sluit elek-
tronen op in een smalle bundel, smaller dan een laserstraal, wat een sterke vervorming
van het golffront geeft. De magnetische kracht op de elektronen doet ze tegen de klok in
draaien (gezien tegen de richting van het magnetische veld in). Het effect van de elektron-
spin is dat er in de elektronenbundel smalle ringen ontstaan waarin de elektrondraaiing met
de klok mee is.
In hoofdstuk 4 komen licht en elektronen samen in een golftheorie met interacties.
Net zoals geluidsgoven rimpelingen op een wateroppervlak kunnen maken en watergolven
geluid kunnen maken, kunnen licht- en elektrongolven interacties met elkaar hebben. Het
theoretische raamwerk voor het beschrijven van de intracterende golven is quantumvelden-
theorie, een theorie ontwikkeld om de quantummechanica met de speciale relativiteitsthe-
orie te verenigen4, te beschrijven hoe deeltjes worden gemaakt en vernietigd en het verzoe-
nen van de golf- en deeltjeseigenschappen van licht en materie. In de quantumveldenthe-
orie, kan de energie van een golf alleen een heeltallig veelvoud van diens frequentie zijn,
wat een deeltjeskarakter geeft aan elk golfverschijnsel. We gebruiken quantumveldenthe-
orie om het eenvoudigste proces te beschrijven dat kan plaatsvinden als een elektron in
een magnetisch veld beweegt, de creatie van een lichtdeeltje, een foton. Het fotonpro-
ductietempo kan worden berekend door het fotonproductietempo te berekenen voor elke
toegestane overgang van het elektron van e´e´n golfvorm naar een andere en deze bij elkaar
op te tellen. Deze som kan worden opgedeeld in twee delen alnaargelang de elektronspin
4Er is een belanrijk onderscheid tussen de speciale en de algemene relativiteitstheorie. De speciale relati-
tiviteitstheorie is de algemene relativiteitstheorie zonder zwaartekracht en ze werd al aan het eind van de jaren ’20
met de quantummechanica verenigd, wat quantumveldentheorie opleverde. Het verenigen van quantumvelden-
theorie met de algemene relativiteitstheorie is nog steeds een onopgelost probleem.
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na het uitzenden van het foton en door de grootte van deze twee delen te vergelijken kan
de gemiddelde elektronspin na uitzending van een foton worden berekend. Het blijkt dat
de elektronspin zich voor de juiste aanvangsgolfvormen veel sterker tegen het magneetveld
richt dan uit eerdere berekeningen werd verwacht.
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Deutsche Zusammenfassung
Wellen geho¨ren zu den allgegenwartigsten und meist studierten physikalischen Erschein-
ungen. Bekannte Wellenarten, die alle ihr eigenes Forschungsgebiet haben, sind Wasser-
wellen, Schallwellen und Lichtwellen. Schallwellen in Luft geho¨ren zu einer einfachen
Klasse Wellen die ko¨nnen werden beschrieben mittels Spezifizierung einer Gro¨ße. Fu¨r
Schallwellen ist das der Luftdruck der ein Wellenmuster formt wenn Schall die Luft durch-
quert.
Licht wird beschrieben durch oszillierende elektrische und magnetische Felder und
es gibt nicht eine Gro¨ße die die Welle im ganzen beschreibt. Die elektrische und mag-
netische Felder haben nicht nur eine Gro¨ße (wie Luftdruck), sondern auch eine Richtung.
Die Dynamik der elektrischen und magnetischen Felder ist eng verknu¨pft und fu¨r eine
vollsta¨ndige Beschreibung des Lichts reicht es nur das elektrische Feld zu spezifizieren.
Wenn eine Lichtwelle vorbeikommt ko¨nnen die elektrische und magnetische Felder hin
und her schwingen, dies heißt linear polarisiertes Licht. Aber es gibt mehr Mo¨glichkeiten.
Die elektrische und magnetische Felder ko¨nnen runddrehen ohne ihre Gro¨ße zu vera¨ndern,
dies heißt zirkulare Polarisierung. Die elektrische und magnetische Felder ko¨nnen auch be-
wegen auf einer Weise die zwischen linearer und zirkularer Polarisierung liegt, wobei die
elektrische und magnettische Felder runddrehen und ihre Gro¨ße vera¨ndert. Dies heißt ellip-
tische Polarisierung. Das elektrische Feld muss immer in eine Richtung senkrecht auf die
Fortpflanzungsrichtung der Welle zeigen. Dies impliziert daß wenn das Wellenfront ver-
formt, die Richtung des elektrischen Felds muss mitverformen und es generell unmo¨glich
ist daß das elektrische Feld u¨berall auf der Wellenfront in dieselbe Richtung zeigt. Dieses
Phenoma¨n tritt auch auf fu¨r andere nicht-skalare Wellen und wird fu¨r Elektronen relevant.
Es ist intuitiv zu verstehen daß zirkular polarisiertes Licht Gegensta¨nde zum Drehen
kann bringen. Stelle dich eine Hantel vor mit gegengestellten Ladungen an beiden Enden.
Ka¨me eine zirkular polarisierte Lichtwelle vorbei, wird die positive Ladung in die Richtung
des elektrischen Felds gezogen und die negative Ladung in die gegengestellte Richtung5.
Die Hantel richtet sich dann entlang das elektrische Feld und fa¨ngt an zu drehen. Deswegen
wird gesagt zirkular polarisiertes Licht habe Spin.
Eine nutzliche dem Spin verwandte Gro¨ße ist die Helizita¨t, die zirkulare Polarisierung
entlang die lokale Fortpflanzungsrichtung derWelle gesehen. Wenn, fu¨r einenWahrnehmer
die gegen die ankommende Welle schaut, das elektrische Feld gegen den Uhrzeigersinn
dreht, ist die Helizita¨t positiv, dreht das elektrische Feld in die Uhrzeigersinn, ist die He-
lizita¨t negativ. Linear polarisiertes Licht hat eine Helizita¨t von 0, zirkular polarisiertes
Licht hat eine Helizita¨t von 1 und die Helizita¨t von elliptisch polarisiertes Licht liegt ir-
gendwo dazwischen. Helizita¨t ist nu¨tzlich weil es kann werden definiiert wenn die Wellen-
front nicht flach ist. Fu¨r Licht das durch den leeren Raum bewegt vera¨ndert die Helizita¨t
nicht. Inwiefern Helizita¨t nicht vera¨ndert fu¨r Licht das von einem durchsichtigen Material
ins anderen geht untersuchen wir in Kapitel 1 dieser Dissertation.
Interferenz ist eine fundamentale Welleneigenschaft. Wenn zwei Wellengipfel oder -
Tale u¨bereinander liegen, versta¨rken sie einander, wenn ein Gipfel einer Welle u¨ber einem
Tal einer anderen Welle liegt tauben sie einander aus. Fu¨r skalare Wellen tritt Interferenz
immer auf wenn man mehrere Wellen superponiert. Fu¨r Lichtwellen ko¨nn en die Polar-
isierungen so werden gewa¨hlt daß sie nicht interferieren. Kapitel 2 untersucht wie viele
Lichtwellen ko¨nnen werden superponiert ohne daß Interferenz auftritt. Die Helizita¨tsdichte
5Das Gesetz daß gegengestellte Ladungen einander anziehen ist eine Folge davon daß ein elektrisches Feld
gegengestellte Ladungen in gegengestellte Richtungen zieht.
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dieser Superpositionen zeigt eine große Diversita¨t regelma¨ßiger Patrone, wovon wir eine
große Anzahl Beispiele zeigen.
Elektrone sin in vielen Hinsichten die einfa¨chste Materieteilchen. Sie zerfallen nicht zu
leichteren Teilchen, sind nicht, insofern bekannt, aus kleineren Bausteinen aufgebaut und,
in gegensatz zu den Teilchen woraus Atomkernen sind aufgebaut, empfinden sie die starke
Kernkraft nicht. Sie empfinden die schwache Kernkraft, aber die ist schwach und kann in
allen von uns betrachteten Fa¨llen werden ignoriert. Das Elektron kann deswegen in sehr
guter Na¨herung angesehen werden als beeinflusst von nur der elektromagnetische Kraft,
die genaust erforschte aller Naturkra¨fte. Das macht elektrone ein gutes Modelsystem fu¨r
die Forschung des Wellencharakters der Materie. Wellenfrontverformung der Elektronen-
wellen ist außerdem ein aktives Forschungsgebiet in der Elektronenmikroskopie.
Elektronen haben spin, genauso wie Licht, aber man kann aus der Mathematik der
Quantummechanik der Elektronen nicht intuitiv sehen daß der Elektronspin Gegensta¨nde
zum Drehen kann bringen. In der relativistische Quantentheorie des Elektrons schra¨nkt
die Wellenfront die Spinkonfiguration des Elektrons ein, wie die Polarisierung des Lichts,
obwohl die unterliegende Ursache anders ist. Die relativistische Quantentheorie des Elek-
trons sagt vorher daß das Elektron ein Antiteilchen, das Positron, hat das in allen Eigen-
schaften identisch ist, abgesehen von einer gegengestellten Ladung. Begegnen ein Elektron
und ein Positron einander, dann heben sie einander auf unter Aussendung von Gammas-
trahlung. Die Ha¨lfte der Elektronspinkonfigurationen sind fu¨r Positrone reserviert, was den
Elektronspin einschra¨nkt. Dies ist der Einschra¨ankung der Polarisierung a¨hnlich, obwohl
mit einer anderen unterliegenden Ursache.
In Kapitel 3 untersuchen wir die Effekte der Wellenfrontverformung auf die Elektron-
spinstruktur fu¨r ein Elektron in einem Magnetfeld. Das Magnetfeld schließt die Elektro-
nen in einen schmalen Bundel ein, schma¨ler als ein Laserstrahl, was eine starke Wellen-
frontverformung gibt. die magnetische Kraft la¨sst die Elektronen gegen den Uhrzeigersinn
(gegen die Richtung des Magnetfelds gesehen) drehen. Der Effekt des Elektronspins ist
daß schmale Ringe entstehen worin die Elektrondrehung in den Uhrzeigersinn ist.
In Kapitel 4 kommen Licht und Elektronen zusammen in einer wechselwirkendeWellen-
theorie. Wie Schallwellen eine Wasseroberfla¨che ko¨nnen runzeln und Wasserwellen Schall
ko¨nnen produzieren, ko¨nnen Licht und Elektronenwellen mit einander wechselwirken. Der
theoretische Rahmen der Beschreibung wechselwirkender Wellen ist Quantenfeldtheorie,
eine Theorie entwickelt um die Quantenmechanik mit der spezielle Relativita¨tstheorie
zu vereinigen6, zu beschreiben wie Teilchen entstehen und werden vernichtet und zum
Verso¨hnen des Wellen- und Teilchencharacters des Lichts und Materie. In der Quanten-
feldtheorie kann die energie einer Welle nur eine ganzzahlige Vielzahl seiner Frequenz
sein, was jeder Wellenerscheinung einen Teichencharakter gibt. Wir nutzen Quanten-
feldtheorie zur Beschreibung der einfa¨chsten Wechselwirkung eines Elektron in einem
Magnetfeld, die Ausstrahlung eines Lichtteilchens oder Fotons. Die Fotonproduktion-
srate kann werden berechnet durch fu¨r jeden einzelnen erlaubten U¨bergang des Elektrons
von einer Wellenform in eine andere die Fotonproduktionsrate zu berechnen und diese
aufzuza¨hlen. Diese Summe kann werden aufgeteilt in zwei Teile je nachdem der Spin des
Elektrons nach Aussendung des Fotons und durch die Gro¨ße dieser zwei Teile zu vergle-
ichen kann den gemittelten Elektronspin nach Aussendung eines Fotons werden berechnet.
6Der unterschied zwischen spezieller und allgemeiner Relativita¨tstheorie ist wichtig hier. Die spezielle Rel-
ativita¨tstheorie ist die allgemeine Relativita¨tstheorie ohne Gravitation und sie wurde schon Ende der ’20er Jahre
mit der Quantenmechanik vereinigt, was die Quantenfeldtheorie ergab. Das vereinigen der Quantenfeldtheorie
und der allgemeine Relativita¨tstheorie ist bis heute ein ungelo¨stes Problem.
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Fu¨r bestimmte Anfangswellenforme zeigt sich daß der Elektronspin sich sta¨rker gegen das
Magnetfeld richtet als aus a¨ltere Berechnungen war zu erwarten.
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